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WE, THE CLASS OF 1955 . affeJtionatelY dedicate Our yearbook to Doctor
r
Lilian Warushuie, who has con~18ten~y shown an underatan ding of students as
individuals far beyond her prof~ssio al obligations as college physician. By her
service on the Administration

Fomn ittee,

and her continual availability, s~e

her attendance

ha1 helped

at college activities,

us to see the devotion and support

which are necessary for the development of an academic institution.
She will
remain an inspiration to us of the hecessity for health and spirit, which she

has devotedly promoted.
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To this record of the achievements and pleasures of the Class of 1955 during its
four years at Connecticut College I am proud to add a cordial word of greeting and a
regretful farewell from all of us on the faculty and staff. We have watched you at
work and we fed confident of your success. If it were possible to arrange, we would
order nothing but happiness for you in the years to come.
We believe you can be useful citizens to our country and that therefore our
pride in you will always increase. Our hope is, too, that the education which you
have enjoyed here will become more and more meaningful to you as you build on it
the good life we wish you all.

ROSEMARY PARK
President
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DEAN OF STUDENTS
E. Alverna Burdick

ASSISTANT TO
THE DEAN
Miss Alice P .. Holcombe

DEAN OF SOPHOMORES
Catherine Oakes

SECRETARY TO
THE DEANS
Miss Helen F. Polley

DEAN OF FRESHMEN
Gertrude Noyes

DIRECTOR

OF A I MI SIONS

M. Robert Cobbledic

I

DMISSIONS OFFICE

~r8. Show, Miss Nelson, (missing, Mrs.
<I:arpertter) .

SECRE~J TO

THE PRESIDENT

Miss K. Drusilla Fielding
10

ART
DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Mr. Mayhew,
Miss

Hanson,

Mr.

Mc-

Cloy, chairman

BOTANY
DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Mr. Goodwin,
ohairman; Mr. Niering,
Miss Thompson.

CHEMISTRY
DEPARTMENT
Bottom, L. to R.: Mr •.
Carney, Miss Johnston,

Mi ss McKeon.

Top: Mr.

Brown, chairman;
Christiansen.

Mr.

...

CLASSICS DEPARTMENT
Miss Evans, chairman

ECONOMICS DElPAR MENT
L. to R.: Miss Snider, Mrs. Morris, chairm n; M1s. Ely, Mr. Dirlam,
Miss Barnard,

Miss Finney,

Mrs. Maas.

EDUC'ATION
DEP ARiTMENT
Mr. Smith, chairman.
12
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ENGLISH

DEPARTMENT

Bottom, L. to R.: Mr. Strider, Mrs. Ray, Mr. Byrne, Mr. Smyser, chairman;
Miss Oakes, Mrs. Smyser, Mrs. Jarrell, Miss Noyes. Top, L. to R.: Mr. Baird,
Mise Tuve, Miss Hazlewood, Mr. Fussell, Mr. Stern.

FRENCH DEPARTMENT
Mr. Chadourne, chairman; Mr. Jones,
Mr. Bieber, Mr. Leblon, Mrs. Chadourne.

ITALIAN
DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Ferruolo- chairman,
13

-.
GOVERNM NT DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Miss Diller' ch irrnan; Miss Humes,
Holborn.
I

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Mr. Crane, Mr. Lowitt, Miss Mulvey,
Haines, chairman; Miss Roach, Mr. Weaver.

Mr.

Miss

HOME ECONOMICS· DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Miss Jensen, Miss Warner, Miss Chaney, chair.
man; Miss Burdett.

MATHEMA TICS DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Mrs. Quimby,

Miss Bower, chairman;

Mrs.

Schafer.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Miss Leslie, Mr. Dale, Miss Alter, Miss Greer,
Mr. Quimby, chairman; Miss lacynowicz.

PHILOSOPHY

DEPARTMENT

L. to R.: Mrs. Langer, chairman; Mr. Mack, Mr. Schick.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Bottom, L. to R.: Miss Stanwood, chairman; Miss Gorton, Miss
Pond. Top, L. to R.: Miss Wood, Miss Thomas, Miss Ferguson,
Miss Bloomer.
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PSYCHOLOGY

DEPARTMENT

Bottom, L. to R.: Mr. Moeller, Miss Torrey, Mr. Thomas.
Top, L. to R.: Mr. Tatz, Mr. Burdick, Miss Winter·
bottom, Mr. Applezweig, chairman:

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
L. to R.:
chairman.

Mr. Colman,

Mr. Garrett,

RELIGION

DEPARTMENT

Dr. Laubenstein, chairman
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SECRETARIAL
DEPARTMENT

RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT

Miss Snider, chairman

Mr. Kasem-heg, ~hairman

SOCIOLOGY D~P ARTMENT
L. to R.: Mrs. Kennedy,

chairman]
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Mr. Record, Mr. Ricciardelli.

SPA I ~

SPANISH DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Miss Curtis, Miss Unamuno, Mr. Kolb, Mr. Centeno,
chairman.

ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT
L. to R.: Miss Botsford, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Garrett, Miss Rowan,
Miss Richardson, chairman; Mrs. Patterson, Miss Hausmann.
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INFORMATION

BUSINESS MANAGER

Mrs. Linkletter

Allen B. Lambdin

L. to R.: Miss
Atkins.

irecter;
[

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Miss Eastburn,

Grippin,

Mrs.

REGISTRAR

assistant to the

Mrs. Peugh, Mrs. Mann.

president.
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BURSAR'S

OFFICE

Martha Young, Rursar;
Elizabeth
Wright, Isabel Cruise, Margaret Hermes,
Mary Jean Versput, Kathryn Cilley,
Eileen Clark, Joan Yanke, Phyllis Fisher.

INFIRMARY
Dr. Lilian Warnshuis, Martha Thumm,
Priscilla K. Fraiser, Lois Hatfield,
Eleanor L. Roberts, Ethel L. Hull, Ida
T. Phillips.

LIBRARY
Hazel J ohnson, Rowene E. Hersey,
Martha M. Hagerty, Thelma M. Gilkes,
Helen K. Aitner, Alice C. Duffy,
Dorothea M. McKeen, Mary A. Cusati,
Huldah W. Randell, Sarah Laubenstein,
Eleanor

Geisheimer,

Joan

H. Ereman,

Doris A. Skinner, Adah B. Crans.

RESIDENCE

Bottom, L. to R.: Miss Harris, Director
and Head Dietitian; Mrs. Lawrence,
Miss Worcester, Mrs. Webster. Top, L.
to

R.:

Miss

Desmond,

Miss

Miss Wilmont.
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Warren,

[

STUDE T GOVERNMENT

CABINET
L. to R.: Joan Flaherty,
Jane
Dornan,
N aney
Cedar, Gail Andersen,

Beverly
'I'asko, president;
Joan
Walsh,
Sylvia Doane, Carolyn
Diefendorf, Celie Gray,
Nancy Hamilton, Polly
Longenecker.

HONOR COURT
L. to R.: Deborah Gutman,

Sue

Shirley
Doane,

Beverly
Browning,

Donnally,

Smith, Sylvia
chief justice;
Tnsko, Anne
Lois Crouch,

Joan Tipper.

HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
Bottom. L. to R.: Janet
Clissold, Shiel a Walsh
Gayle

Greenlaw,

Celi~

Gray, president;
Beverly Tasko,Phyllis Catalano, Mary Blair, Arline
Hinkson. Top, L. to R.:
Margot Harper,
Jessie
Rincicotti, Jane Lennon
Nancy
Dorian,
J eal;
Tierney, Anne Parker,

Dorothy Egan, Cynthia
Murray, Rhoda Lichtig,
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Frances

Steane,

Wallace,

Lucie
zeI.

Judy

Hoblit-

1956
CLASS OFFICERS

1955
CLASS OFFICERS

L. to R.: Carole Awad,
Jane
Ha ynes,
N aney
Cedar, president; Mar.
garet Zellers,
Barbara

L. to R.: Dorothy Rugg,
Alicia Allen, Tabitha
Andrews, Carolyn Diefendorf,president;
Deming, Frances

Doris

Jenkinson.

Steane,
Gretchen Heidel.

1957
CLASS OFFICERS
L. to R.: Susan Badenhausen, Katherine Gray,
Anne Detarando, Nancy
Hamil ton, president;

Nancy

Tuttle,
Weldon.

Sandy

HOUSE JUNIORS
1st row, L. to R.: Teese,
Frankenstein,

Smolen-

ski, Browning, Sandin.
2nd row: Gutman, Haynes, Mikkelson, Awad,
Gregory, Simpson. 3rd
TOW:

Wind,

Zellers,

Gray,

Sutermeister,

STUDENT
FACULTY FORUM
1st row: Sue Adam,
Jane Grosfeld,
Elizabeth Peer. 2nd row:
Carol Daniels,
J oarr
Walsh, chairman; Gretchen Diefendorf, Mary
Pringle.
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Hannay,

Daniels,
Gentles.

ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

1st row~L. to R.: MacArthur, Rincicoui,
Ippolito, Mills. 2nd row: Sutermeieter,
Stevens, Flaherty,
president;
LYOIl,
Jellinghaus. 3rd row: Widrow, Greene,
Titus, Wilbur, Badenhausen, Jenkinson,
Moffette, Browning, Dornan.

A.A. DORM REPRESENTATIVES
1st row, L. to R.: Flanagan, Greenshield,
Elkins, Klein. 2nd row: Brand, Rincicotti, Flaherty, Kerper. 3rd raw: Richardson, Downes, Jenkins, Reeves, Haeffner, Kettell, Sutter, Karvalho, Weldon,
Johnson.

C.C.O.C.
1st ~ow, L. to R.: Gale
Lin4k, Lloyd
Camp,
Peg~y Morse, Gloria
Mac!Arthur,
president.
2nd I row: Lynn Leach
Jellinghaus.
'

srdY

SABER AND SPUR

Ito R. : Margaret
MOfFe, J eanrrette Titus
Kather-ine Lindsay, Gaii
Palmer, Dede Swain.
L.
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RELIGIOUS

FELLOWSHIP

1st row, L. to R.: Dorothy Lazzaro, Judy Gregory, chairman of
Chapel Activities; Polly Longenecker, president, Joan Sampson.
2nd row: Harriet Ryberg, Camilla Tyson, Dorothy Ferae, Elaine
Nelson.

CHOIR OFFICERS
1st row. L. to R.: Jane Overholt, Judith
Pennypacker,
president;
Jocelyn Andrews. 2nd row: Martha Monroe, Elise
Hofheimer.
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SERVICE
LEAGUE
1st row, L. to R. :
Janet McCabe,
Diana Dow,
Carole Cha pin,
president;

Rachel Child,
Dorothy Hinsch.
2nd row:
Sarah Greene,

Sally -Tate,

Jill Long,
missing:
Jeannie

Carey.

COMMUNITY
FUND
1st row, L. to R. :
Helen Morrison,
Julia Varner.

2nd row:
Dottie Rugg,
Henrietta Jackson,

Rachel Child,
chairman;
Margaret Zellers,

Lynn Coburn.
3rd row:
Sarah Greene,

Barbara Billings,
Barbara Jenks,
Carol Daniels,

Sheila Walsh,
Betsy Wolfe.

REC HALL
COMMITTEE
1st row, L. to R.:

Sandy Weldon,
Margot Cal win,
Henrietta Jackson,
chairman;
Anne Buchman,

Cathy Myer,
Sue Badenhausen.

2nd row:
Marie Waterman,

Mary Roth,
Carolyn Diefendorf,
Zenecia Byerly,
Celie Gray,
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Maida Alexander,
Sally Smith.

WIG AND
CANDLE
1st row, L. to R.:
Bagley, Pickard,
Jackson, Ryan,
1\1yers, Geisel,
Torpey.
2nd row:
Carey, Livingston,

!....

Ji/O

!/ , .

Chapin,

Ganem, president;
Farmer, Palmer,
Roth.
3rd row:

Barkon, Morrison,
GOBS,

Gross,

Weiner, Elliman,
Levine,

Frankenstein.

DANCE
GROUP
1st row, L. to R.:
Berne .ein, Gulick,
Scggs, Noyes,
Helander, Teese,
Rose.
2nd row:
Moffette, president;
Mitchell, Franz,
Rogers, Goldstein,
DeMan.
3rd row:
Krim, Davis,
King, Peck.
missing:
Munger, Steger.

RADIO

CLUB

1st row, L. to R.:
Sampson, Myers,
Frankel, Nelson,
Liachowitz.
2nd row:
Gallo, Torpey,

Ryan, president;
Samuels
3rd row':
White, Murphy,
Beggs, Gutman,

Lasky, Lewin.

C. C. NEWS
L. to R.:
Manasevit,

Elfiman,
Van DerKar,
Jenks, Martin,
Rosenhirsch,
Gutman,
Andersen, editor;

Wind, Roth,
Simpson.
missing:
Zellers.

KOINE
1st TOW, L. to R.:
Doris Deming,
Marta Lindseth,
Rachel Child,
editor;

J oan

Barkon,

Mimi Dreier,
Cynthia Myers.
2nd row:
Connie Schive,
Linda Keen,
Catherine

Brown,

Harriet Ryberg,
Tabitha Andrews,
missing:
Georgia Geisel.

QUARTERLY
L. to R.:
.lacquel ine J enks,
Ann Fishman,
Joan Barkon,

J oyc~ Adams,
editor ;
Heather Livingston,

Mary Burns
Elizabeth P~er

. .

mLSStng:

Ina Krasner.
30
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PRESS BOARD
L. to R.:
Hortense Dunlap,
Mary Lawson,

Mary Jane Molloy.
ehairman ;
Barbara King.

LIBRARY
STAFF
1st row, L. to R.:
Betsy Gregory,
Betsy Butler,
chairman;
Helen· Cary.
2nd row:
Jean Cattanach,
Jean DeGrange,

Ann Spencer,
Bettina Horigau,
Linda Berkman,
missing:
Ann Mahoney,
Ann Bernstein.
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COMMULER ' CLUB
1st row, L. to R.: Lin~a Be kman, Diana Packer.
2nd roui : Mary MeNama a, Jessie Rincicotti,
Marjorie Moore. 3r~ row: Dorothy Smolenski,
Y Ran.

MT

FOREIG
L.

to

R.: Satu

R]O'S UDENTS

Schneider, Iolanda

I

eMa

va. Hechscher, Lore
Gerda Steck, Eva

WY8k.
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CONN
CHORDS
1st row. L. to R.:
Prosswimmer,
Young, Russian,
Krim.
2nd row:
Henry, Nolde,
\Vaterman, Cedar,
Lewis, leader;
Heidel, Norton,
Remners,

Kirk'bright,
Hyde, Goss.

SCHWIFFS
1st row, L. to R. :
Ahlborn, Learned,
Sutter, Johnson.
2nd row:
Milton, Rashba,
Ryburn,
Chapin, leader;
Wallace,
Greenlaw,
. Maxfield,
Robinson, Clapp.
3rd row:
Heim, Baylies,
Morine, Billings,
Martin, Scholnick.

MUSIC CLUB
L. taR.:

Janet Clissold, Louise Dieck.
man, co-chairmen; Jane Overholt.

p o n
I

:"1-~

n
!

~

I,: /:"Ih'}

HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
OFFICERS
L. to R.: Ann Lindsley, Sally Whittemore Prudy Murphy, Nancy Sandin,
prestdent; Barbara Humbl~, Lucinda
Slone, Beverly Vahlteich •.~ ... .."..,.....

IN E

ATIONAL

RELATIONS

CLUB

1st row, L. t R.: Rita Giese, Diane Smith, Sari Frankel, Carolyn
Barbour, Nfncy 'Teese. 2nd row: Lois Schwartz,. Marie Garibaldi, Andcrah ~orrison, president; Ruth Coughlan, Marilyn
Kirschner, ~et8Y Beggs. 3rd row: Joan Gilbert, Mary Guilbeau,
Eleanor Eriqkson,] Carol Daniels, Judy Clark, Kathryn Rafferty,
Alison Frien ,. Elizabeth Horigan, Nancv Wilmonton.

I

LANGUAGE

CLUB PRESIDENTS

L. tv R. : Helen Sormani, German;
Dorothy Feroe, Italian; Shirley Chap.
pell, French; Carmina Nunez, Spanish;
Penelope
Howland, Russian; Camille·
Maggiore, Italian.

MATH CLUB
1st row, L. to R.:
P arsefls, Lewin,
Willard, president
Tuttle.
2nd row:
Crehan,
Jellinghaus, Wind.

POLITICAL
FORUM
1st row, L. to R. :
Beggs,
Willmon ton,
Blech, president;
Quinlan, Moore,
Kirschner.

2nd row:
Schechtman,

Daniels, Brown,
Garihaldi,
Guilbeau.

PSYCHOLOGY
CLUB
1st row, L. to R. :
Munger, Curtis,
Daly, president.;
Steger, Bassett.

2nd row:
Dederick, Stein,
Diefendorf,
Donnally,

Wolpert.

SCIENCE CLUB
1st row, L. to R.:
N aney Sutermeister,

Marcia Mills,
Janet Frost,

president;
Elinor Widrow.
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JOYCE ADAMS
New York 1, N. Y.
.
HI rna
Ever the non-conformIst. . .
;,
diae " •• ' "Look homeward, Angel
h
"Get out!" ...
"Honestly, t at
. . . has got to go"Europe-bound
boy
.. ,
Eng

I· h
18

Catalani

and

cream cheese

. . .

. • .
• . ?',
"Have you got any asprrm :
.,
...
51aughter on East 90th Street
I'
.
"Say something" ... Quarter y 8 SIne
qua non.

I
I

MAIDA ALEXANDER
Child Development
Holyoke, Mass.
Looking forward to June for more
reasons than one ... "Thank goodness
for unlimited overnights" ...
That
Ipana smile
Head of the knitting
syndicate
"But kids, there are so
many advantages to nursery school"

- .. Romanesque features ...
Midnight calls from Joel ...
"Any old
furniture for Rec Hall?" . . . A
dependable and sincere friend.
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ALICIA ANN ALLEN
Child Development Short Hills, N. J.
"Lee" ... A twinkle in her eyes when
Twig is on her mind . . . Sea Girt
summers

...

Curator

of the Wesleyan

museum . . . Unending argyles . . .
Exuberance
personified
. . . Her
"funny" jokes ... Personalized vocabulary i.e. "of coursete" ... "pill time"

...

Loves children-wants

self J •••

Assured

homemaker

.•.

five her-

success as a future

All that's /ine and

feminine.

GAIL S. ANDERSEN
English
West Hartford, Conn.
Perpetual puns
The great Dane
("sen," not "son")
POD •••
The
gal with the gleam
All that and
brains

too ...

News editor

...

I

Thurs-

day night calls ... The Chicago flash
... Persephone worked ... The desk
top unseen til spring cleaning . . .
"Can't be bothered" . . . Warmth,
sympathy, ."iincerity.
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JOCELYN CHRISTINE
ANDREWS
Chemistry
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Short curly hair ...
"But I'm only
going to trim it" . . . Industrious,
uncomplaining,

and cheerful

...

That

Brooklyn
accent which appears
on
"State Occasions" . . . One of the
"Chern twins" ... Versatility plus .. ,
Never demanding,
but oh, so willing

...

two sparkly blue eyes plus one

impish

trt

grin equals

"1 ace."

TABITHA RHODES
ANDREWS

New York, N. Y
'Tabsy" . . . Mobiles and maekinu
,ape ... Whammies for breakfast
0
"H
-0'
ey gang" ... Mad social whirl
ii'
'0'

not modern, it's
j . .. s Backstage
genius
t

corrtern prrra rv"

. " R aID b nne... Lettuce for lunch
Oh, .those eyes • • • A th!H d f or t h e
~lOUS roomie

movies,

a

fourth

for

bridge

AIround the world on a hiICYC Ie
Energy plus ...
Our Veep.
40
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ADRIENNE LEE AUDETTE
Music

Wallingford, Conn.

"J onni"

...
Life is just a song ...
A ready listener to your news and

blues ...

Soft-spoken enthusiasm ...

After lunch soap operas ... "Just the
greatest"
. . . Connoisseur
of fine

music ... Midnight typist
and depth of feeling

Sincerity
The voice
that creates that "Mood Indigo."

PAULINE BADHAM
French
Echoes
letters

Birmingham, Ala.
freshman year - 320

from
and

all

from

how-es

. .

.

Terrific ability to get along with
people ... Paris' favorite American
student J umor year ... Great campus
clothes model, i.e. dungarees and golf
shoes . . . A picture

/

in her room to

portray her every mood ...
Beauty
and grace comhined with genuine
Southern charm ... "Hey, you all."

';
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JOAN LEE BARKON
Government

Bridgeport,

"Joanie" ...
Undaunted

Conn.

"Aristotle said" ...
courage

in course

selec-

tion ...
Swing in step
Outwitted
Juniors in Mascot Hunt
The laugh
with the thoughtful
overtones ...

Pink nightcap
...

. . . Unwakable

Deep-seated

sincerity

sleep

and warmth

in her relationships with others ..
Diligent

pursuit

of many interests.

LOIS BASSETT
Psychology
'"L . "

Br'i tiC
18 0 ,
ann.
. Ole
. . . Always smiling and
frIendly
Long goId en tresses ...
Anythmg but the library" ... C0 ff ee
brea k every half hour
.
. " AI ways SlX
H

••

"

weeks

ahead

Preparations

on

assignments

for date includes

~h;e~

changes . of outfit . .. Ph one caIIs
every Dlght . . . She loves the world
one .by one . '.
0 ur L'Ole has a
genume

42

sweetness

and sincerity.

NANCY BEARCE
Economics
Kingston, Mass.
Chicken . . . Diet: Coke and AlkaSeltzer . . . Politician in her own
way ...
"If I can live til ...
I'll
graduate" . . . Bet on engagement
paid off ... Ten dollars and a man
...
Bridge from 6:30 to 7 :00 ...
Wednesday sailing at C.'G.A ....
"But
the only things I can do well are sew
and cook" ... "Is that my buzzer?"

ANN ELIZABETH

BECK

Botany
Ridgefield, Conn.
"Binney"
Flashbulb fiend ...
"Sterling" ... "But kids, I've just got
to study" . . . Magna cum vine . . .
Those subtle remarks
Twelve-hour
trips to the botany lab
"Let's cut
out, AduIDZ" ... Charter member of
the Pizza-Poached Egg Fraternity ...
Seldom-seen serious side ...
Traditional Gloria alto ... Erroll Gardner
devotee ... daydreams of night flights.

!
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DOROTHY CHERRY BEEK
English

St. Paul, Minn.

"Dot" .•. Carleton's loss ...
Hyeterical tales ... The most organized and
grades to show it ... Unusual interest
in the "Kinaie" report ... Forsaking
C.C. for Yale Law School every weekend ...
Good listener
~"Are we
having pig for dinner?"
Dreams
of missing trains ... Plans months in
advance
Priceless imitations
of
accents
Decidedly our gain.

,II
i

~~, 'J
~

\.

•

GAIL ROTHSCHILD BEGGS
Gover~ment

"Mrs. B".

I

f

Gloversville

".

N. Y.

TIle only Harvard
'

cheerer in the Yale section ...
word puzzles
with dictionary

Cross-

'''C'man gr us.
b "
.
'"
" P romInent
news
analy,t.
T
.
..
runs-ocearne
corre.
'ponder . " Wen
. d f 00 d concoctions
. .
...

Appetite

fatale

ville?"
.
position.

. '.
'.,

pills to become

"J uat
TIre

a femme

h
. Gloverswere
18
ever pleasant
dis-

LINDA BERKMAN
Child Development
Norwich, Conn.
"Lin" ... That infectious giggle ... The
year round school girl
" Supplier
of Macy's headbands ...
Christmas
vacation in Florida . . . Norwich to
New London in five minutes ... Parking in the parking lot ... "But it's so
far to walk" ... "I'm trying to meet
the individual needs of the child" ...
Her own private mail box.

DONA BERNARD
English
Washington, D. C.
Grins ...
Ten o'clock trips to the
snack shop . . . Those pounds she
never gained . . . "Pass the salt,
please" ... Gentlemen prefer blondes
... "I'll do it tomorrow" ... Pretzellike sitting positions ... "But, I don't
want to study"
Encyclopedia of
solitaire games
Always ready for
the movies ... Sincere ... Frank ...
Dry sense of humor.
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SUZANNE BERNET
American

History

Shaker Heights, Ohio
"Sue"
. . . Sound judgments
and
comprehensive
decisions ... Priceless
comments and well placed quips ...
"They're 8000 out of it!" ... Fluent
French and linguistic talents
. . .
Forever calm in the face of crisis ...
Cheeseburgers
at Charlie's ... Movies,

movies, movies ... Harrowing Cornell
experiences
. . . Warmth of personality that begets lasting friendship.

CATHERINE BROWN
English

"Cat hv"
y

Springfield
...

Natural

Ill.

'
poise and dignity

. , . Good looking and well dressed ...
~xpressive talent in writing ... Seemingly effortless accomplishments
...
Catherine
The
Greatest
"I
. .
'"
won 't

;'

~nvlteyou to my coronation" ... "He
be an athlete" . " • Many

Just can't
quotable

remarks

. . . "Diet

tomor-

. '. "M y birrt h day is August
2nd" ... ~~Iknow I.'ll be a spinster"
Sincere and capable.

l'OW"
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EDITH NANCY BROWN
Chemistry
Weston, Mass.
"Brownie" ... A genuine warmth and
sincerity

...

beneath

a reserved

exterior

Our little Einstein searching for

knowledge in a test tube . . . The
other "Chern twin" ... "(Ih, there he

is and I'm not half ready" . . . One
of the few who knows her goal and
is ready to pursue it.

I

j

SHIRLEY BROWN
European History

Cleveland, Ohio

"Shirl"

energetic

. . . Very

Descriptive experiences
enjoyment

of eating

thing I'm

good natured"

"It's

amazing

collection

...

meet you at

"I'll

. . .

Supreme
a good

. . . An

of aequa intances

the

Biltmore"

... "C'mon kids, let's get going" ...
Mixed
emotions
concerning
New

Haven ... Wonderful memories of a
year in Colorado . . . Seriousness
mixed with ready enthusiasm ..
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BARBARA M. BRUNO
Philosophy
Waterbury, Conn.
"Bobby" ...
Harmonies that never
miss ...
~~Anybodyneed a fourth?"
· .. When you feel like dancing, dance
· .. Parliaments, the New Yorker, and
black coffee ...
Ski-jump nose ...
Midnight
discussions with
eight
o'clock repercussions . . . Perfectly
proportioned . . . The inimitable
arched eyebrow .... Lunch at T&T's
· .. Dramatic intensity ... Enthusiasm
and poise . . . Grace in every movement.

j

ELIZABETH JOHNSTON
BUELL
Spanish
Lake Forest III
HLiz, Tiz, Tiz-bo" . . . The 'on I'y
American with more Spanish platitudes than a. Spaniard . . . Alarm
clocks ringing to the finish ... "He's
a very sweet boy" ... Churgled with
laughter.
WI len a II corrveraa tron
.
'.
fails, "Would anyone like a' German
Shepherd
puppy?". '"
F anCI'f u I an d
bi .
am ItlOUS . "
Bu lifigh ter Spanish
.
dancer,
and
diplomat
M'
ti
I'
.
.
.. ,
e leu ous
In mlll.d ...
Generous Tiz.
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ELIZABETH ELY BUTLER
American

History

West Hartford, Conn.
"Betsy" ... Charm, grace, eloquence
... A promise is never forgotten ...
.Everything

to the best of her ability

... "Oh, to be in England now that
April's here" ...
HI'm five minutes
ahead of schedule" . . . Laughter,
infectious

lady ...
vibrates

and gay ...

Portrait

of a

"Music when soft voices die
in the

memory."

ZENECIA MARY BYERLY
Sociology
East Hampton, Conn.
"Necia" ...
"Anyone for bridge?"
. . . This Toni has no twin . . .
Reasonable ...
Foggy, foggy dew in
the morning . . . Slow and easy ...
Her new look ...
Crossword puzzler

...

"Spelled

name"

with a Z, it's a family

Directed

energies

...

Tea

toast
Light and bright ...
Human interest with an open door
policy.
'0
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MARY JEAN CAREY
En gli18h
"J eanDle. "

•

Joliet,
III
•
Perpetual motIon ...
.,.
I . h warmth and hospitality , . ,
rIS
• h
I I
"B~'
a eve
eans
.. , Frivolity WIt
head, ',' Rosey apple, , , Flicks and
A mind of her own, and
anac k 8 •••
thoughts for others ...
Refuses. to
believe that she has that something
wonderful.

JUDITH CARLINER
Child Development
Baltimore, Md.
~'Judy" ...
Spontaneous laugh ...
"Come on, kids, only twenty minutes
to get to Fanning" ... Good listener
· .. Genuine interest in human problems ... Mmmmm those clothes ...
A native charm all her own . . .
"Daddy says"
Twinkling eyes and
a winning smile
That nightly bath
· .. Outbursts of enthusiasm ...
Ability to get fun out of everything
· .. ~'Gue8S what?" ... Fastidious .. _.
She radiates warmth.
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CAROLE LOUISE CHAPIN
English
Springfield, Mass.
"Chip pi" ... Tall, stately, 'blonde ...
That casual look ...
A minister's
budget and the old A.D.'s forever ...
How she could harmonize ... Loyal
English major ... HI feel so 'guilty"
. . . Interested in everything, everybody ...
Always .meetings ...
"I
don't want to be big and strong; I
want to be pale and interesting" ...
Sympathetic warmth and responsiveness.

I.

SHIRLEY MAE CHAPPELL
French
Willimantic, Conn.
"Shirl" ... Always on the go ... Four
da y weekends ...
Midnight .shrieks
... Potential first lady of Willimantic
...
Fondness for mustard ... "Can
I waste a few minutes with" you?"
.
"I'll never make the 11:00 bus"
.
Immaculate
housekeeper
Mademoiselle de Grenoble . . . All
night vigils ... Pride of the- French
department . . . Home is where the
heart is.

/
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RACHEL CHILD
Government
Lumberville, Pa.
"Rach" ... Under the bun ... Bath
tub artistry ... A green thumb ...
"Everything I have is psychosomatic"
. . . How much extra-curricular can
you do and still stay in school ...
Readings of Wordsworth and dramatizations" of Chaucer ... The joys of
country living ... Subscription to the
Congressional Record . . . Editor-inchief.

JANET CALVERT
CLISSOLD
Music
"Cli ""

Ak
ron, Ohio
Now, when I was at the
Mayo Clinic" • •. H 0Imes H all special
. . ". G e t "Cli18" to do the words and
mUSIC • • . "D 0 N ew Haven commuters
.
get .special rates?"
_ . '" "H as my trun k
arnved
ki yet?" . '. "B ut I gave up
emo ing" . " Energy, efficiency and
exee
. IIence . " . S even years of butterflies, can ~hi8 be love?

.
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MARGOT COLWIN
Government
"Marg"

...

New York,. N. Y.
Can concentrate

through

chaos . . . Inept star-gazer
marries off her room-mates

. . . She
"What

shall I wear this weekend?"

"Yale

hockey

team's

bench

warmer

"Love me, love my dog" ...
addict

...

Appealing

. . .

Bridge

frankness

.

"Garbage" becomes descriptive
.
"The smiles that win, the tints that
glow."

--

•

ELIZABETH L. COOK
Sociology

Manchester,

Conn.

"Beth" ... Those "subtle" jokes ...
"You know what?" . . . Double
jointed

...

Perpetually

rosey cheeks

. . . "Come talk to me" . . . Sub
zero room . . . Off key singing . . .
"Is my hair any longer?" ... Dietinctive laugh ...
Those 4: 30 A.M. eessions ... "But she is really my freshluau sister!" ... The rambling letters
... "A perverted sense of something
or other"

...

"This ice cream is never

cold enough !"
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MARTHA CORBETT
Belmont, .Mass.
Governmen t
.
"M ar tv"
Humorist
extraordlnaue
y .,.
_Corbettian

style

...

Seldom

seen

without a plaid ... That crazy mixed"Mat her " ..,
up armchair
. .,
Congresswoman
at
snack shop district

large
from ~he
. . . Bostonian

vernacu Ia r-· . . . For little Peter,
gigantic applause ...
A wisp with a

will ...

Our Ondine.

,

LOIS AMY CROUCH
Philosophy
West Hartford, Conn.
"Lore"
She lives in terms of
highest ideals ...
Always ready for
fun ...

"But

how can you say that"

...
Smoke filled conversational sesaiorrs ... "What does it matter in the
et.ernal scheme?"
. . . Her foggy
mornings

judge
interest
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. . . Model

Honor

. . . Whole-hearted,
in family

and friends.

Court

sincere

1

I'

DOROTHY ANNE CURTICE
Home Economics
Flint, Mich.
"Do't" . . . Charge account with
Southern New England Telephone
Co.... "Dot, get hack in your room"
...
Writes excellent papers at midnight . . . Attends classes between
weekends
"I want to live a little
bit" ... Fun
Unique laugh in the
upper register
Hattie's hats ...
"Made apple jelly today" ... Harkness Iend-lease ..• Our spark from
Flint.

ELIZABETH LOUISE DALY
Psychology
New Haven, Conn.
"Betty" ... Academic versatility and
a flair for art
A psych major
teaching history
Always able to
explain the incomprehensible . . .
Academy formals and sailing on the
Thames . . . A personality that
inspires confidence ... "Oh, he was
nice" ... Extensive art collection ...
"He just can't give us a test so soon"
... A loyal friend.
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DORIS DEMING
Botany
"Dee

Hamden,
Dee"

plants"

...

"Better

Gay but

tious

Conn.

water

those

oh so conscien-

Room 203, Mary Harkness

snack shop . . . '''Water's
boiling,
gang" ...
Great sport enthusiast.
"..
Amazing

room

with

versatile

furni-

ture . . . That indestructible
. . . Expandable
imagination

Fibber

McGee's closet ...

couch
. . .

HI must

stop smoking" ...
Bermuda bug ...
She has a Httle curl off to the side

of her forehead.

LOUISE M. DIECKMANN
Music
.
Bro oyu,
kl
N .. Y
Ah
C ,ach .I..ouisa! ...
Five Arts chairman

and

does the

that

means

someone

else'

w or k '"

D·I
.
31 Y traps from
Holmes Hall to the chapel and back
. . . The spotless room . . . "It's
the greatest-in fact it's simply f'abuIons" . . . HW Inch
.
has more calories
lamb
h chops or lobsters?" . .. St enog-'
rap y with a touch of Beethoven.
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CAROLYN HOOD
DIEFENDORF
Psychology
"Dier' . . . Madame

J.

Summit, N.
president

. . .

Working
in
symphonies

tune with everlasting
"Rats make the world

go 'round"

On time ... A barber's

pole, her next investment

Honor

-1

above all ... Tea 'n toast
"Should
I wear my glasses?" ... Everything in
place

with

the

extras

I

on top

Energy, efficiency, enthusiasm
cup of joy.

...

:q;;:::::

A

SYLVIA LEIGH DOANE
English
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Delightful combination of dimples
and ponytail . . . Compasure and
certainty

of action ...

entrancing

faux pas ...

smile

Crooked

. . . Queen

and

of the

Affinity for ectomorphs,

especially Peter ...
Clever wit
Khaki now, hut Brown forever

.
.

Lipomul, the bane of her existence
•..
Genuine warmth and sincerity
Generous concern for all people ...
Chief Justice.
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I.

NANCY ANN DOHRING
Child Development Greensburg, Pa.
"N ance" ... The Duchess of Greensburg . . . That Italian haircut . . .
Directing tricycle traffic . . . "Obviously, the
underlying
cause of
enuresis is" ... Those long weekends
...
"But why do they always have
strings" ...
"Bring your Panda to
visit Sustibuf" ...
"Anybody
for
coffee?" ...
Scientific bridge ...
Phenomenal shopping sprees . . .
C.C.'e representative of Firey Feather
Folding Irons ... Genial generosity.

CYNTHIA SUE DONNALLY
Psychology
Madison, Conn.
HS"
ue '.'
Meet you at the Snack"
· . . Flaming curls of copper ...
Always in a tiz , .. Raggedy Ann
"G
.. ,
ee whiz, kids" ... Industrious ...
Confused allegiance to the Ivy League
· .. Spirit of adventure ... Capable
secretary, frantically typing Honor
Cour-t notes ... Unusual color schemes
· .. Sympathetic concern for others
· .. Spontaneous fun ... High ideals.
H
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JANE S. DORNAN
European History
Lansdowne, Pa.
"J anie" ... AA, SCA, CGA, J .A ....
Always on the go ...
"Hr idge anyone?" ... "I just came in to chat"
.
Waiting for the ship to come in
.
~II
want everyone married in June"
· .. Are you really Bev Tasko's roommate? ... Underneath the arches ...
"Anyone got any dirt?" ... Bed by
10:30 ... No vices?

NOREEN

MAE DOWNES

Zoology
New London, Conn.
"Nor" ...
Of mice and men ...
Petite and vivacious ... Who will the
next one be? ... "Grrr to. you too"
· .. "Oh, this inevitable can" .
"53" ...
Westward the woman ...
Yellow pajamas, racoon coat . . .
From pillar to post and ship to shore
· . . Chronic mal de mer ...
~'Let'8
have a party."
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MARY JANE DREIER
European History

Ridgewood, N.

"Mimi" ...
Calm
Tiger on her desk

and

J.

serene ...
Innumerable

"lists of things to do
White house
with picket fence and great masterpieces on the wall . . . Strains of
opera and clack of typewriter
.
Nada sweaters and kneesocks
.
Favorite confident and stabilizing influence ...
That warm

Her oft-visited room.
and special glow..

MARGOT LOUISE
DREYFUS
Latin
"M arg " ".

N ew L on d on, Cann.
Arma Virum que Cano ...

Gor~~ Gourmet

...

Tenting

tonight

. But why can't I major in golf?"
...

Korean

courses

at Harvard

"Just h.ow many people do you
my car can hold?" ... Generous

fault

thi~k
to a

"I't s no strain"
.
... . Transfer.
blues; .. "But honestly I'm not in the
class of .'56."

/
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MARION RUTH ELDRIDGE
Child Development
Nutley,' N. J ..
"Ruth" ...
Her presence of mind
inspires confidence
Red pajamas
and worn blue jeans
Out goingto Wesleyan ... Firmness of conviction ... Scrambled eggs at Four A.M.
. . . An unrestrained
giggle . . .
Cuisine queen ...
Efficient even to
her walk ...
"That's for sure" ...
Her fate in life-to he surrounded
by noise and children.

I

ETHEL LOUISE EVANS
English
Pittsburgh, Pa.
HEth" ... Honor roll ...
Chic and
sun tanned ... HIt was' fascinating" .
Long weekends ... Convertibles
.
Art of conversation ... "Juet my Bill"
· . . Last minute rush . . . Studying
before breakfast ... "Oh, my word"
· . . Dependable and understanding
· .. Good friend
Balance of gaiety
'and seriousness
Mixed emotions-Princeton's playing Yale.
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MARGERY ANN FARMER
English

West Hartford,

Conn.

Active tongue and mind ...
Never a
dull m-oment ...
"They all screamed

lunch" ... Deadline sieges ... "Face
it" ... For the sea hath charms ...
Dialogues

...

and dialects .. : "Fahmah"

Unique vocabulary ...

not the bitter end"
Creative and clever

"If that's

Perceptive ...
The timid

tiger.

NANCY LEE FERRELL
Sociology
WOrchit1 3, K an.
"N
"
a~c .' . Blithe spirit ... "Hi yow
o

rmrrr min]
guard

of

chow chow" . " G orgeous
the Groton bridge

'''Fe-riendIy''
Th at campagne
h
. .
....
eprrrt . . . The h uzzer, It rIngs f or
0

0

thee ...
Our sunflower from the sunflower state
The smile that makes

you happy
An indescribable, unforgettable laugh-we love it
"Ta-ta."
. . .
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ANN BARBARA FISHMAN
English
New York, N. Y.
"Annie" ... The girl whom everyone
is looking for . . . "Anyone for a
Trib?" . . . Permanent member of
the Dean's List ... Vivid imagination
· .. Our human comedy ...
Neat,
thorough, and always a job well done
· .. Avid sun-worshipper ... "No, I'm
not fourteen" ...
Human knitting
machine ... Ready with good advice
· .. True warmth and friendliness.

JOAN 'CATHERINE
FLAHERTY
Government
New London, Conn.
"Jeanie" ... A.A.'s mainstay ... The
nonchalant air . . . And then there
was Washington and water pollution
...
Frozen custard stand and Miss
Park ... Dh, that sense of humor ...
"But it's such a little poster to make"
...
Half owner of the coconut . . .
"53"
Curly hair and well scrubbed
look
Jenny Lind of the Commuters' Room.
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RUTH VIRGINIA FOX
American History
"Ginny"

...

Westfield, N.

J.

"I'm a nervous wreck"

. . . V enns figure

. . . Patron

of the

tennis courts . . . Crossword puzzles,
bridge, and afternoon naps ...
"I've
nothing

to wear"

typist ...

. . . Everybody's

"Whispering"

...

"Don't

speak to me at breakfast"
. .
Constant
cigarette
diet
Hungry

piggy bank ... Pokes
Room fnll
of coke bottles
"I'm having an
anniversary

today"

Tom.

JOAN KATHRYN
Sociology
'~
."
oanie

.
'"

FRANK

Fort Wayne
Solitaire

at One

Ind.

,A.M .

. . . Calorie conscious ... Black coffee
and cigarettes ... Distinctive strut
.
Our

generatiot;l's

Margaret

Mead

.

Devotee of dixieland . '.
H'DosIer
ambassador
...
"Why don't I ever~et a phone call"
Outlining outhnes of outlines

Never at a loss

for words ... Unbeatable friendliness.
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BARBARA MARIE FRIIS
Government
Canaan, Conn.
"Bobbie" ... Level headed but prone
to sudden splurges ... "Canaan? It's
up in the northwest corner" . . .
Animated story teller . . . Grand
guffaw ... Chokers and high collars
... A rational approach, sound ideas
... "I'm 800 hungry" ... Parties from
the desk drawer.

JACQUELINE

GANEM

Philosophy
Swampscott, Mas s.
"Jackie"
Face of a thousand
expressions
"Egad" ... "I am a
mirage, philosophy is making me an
abstraction" ... Magnetic personality
... The eyes have it ... "Oh hone!"
... Here dwells Iphiginia . . . Like
Cognac, all fire in ze glass ... Therein
lurks something very special . . .
Moments of madness ... A naturally
genuine touch.
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GEORGIA GEISEL
Economics Port Washington, N. Y.
"Ricky" ...
Model's face and figure
· . . Practicality striving for the
aesthetic ... Perennial exchequer ...
"You got that at Lord and Taylor"
· .. Friendly psychoanalyst ... Those
yearly trips to Stowe ... Four o'clock
tea .... Pied piper of the Ivy League
· .. The efficient future career woman
· . . Harvest moon and lightning
flashes.

SONDRA GELB
:hilosophy
Scranton, Pa.
4' Sau,dy" ...
"To use a dull cliche" ...
Let s leave" ... "Only when I laugh"
. " " Times crossword puzzle in five
mmures flat . . . Charter member of
the Pizza.Poached Egg Fraternity ...
B~ne ?f Russek's fur department.
.
Nletzche, naps and New York ....
Second feature
sleeper . '. "I' ve got
.
to get away" . .. Senertrve
"
and sincere.

\
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RITA GIESE
French
Seattle, Wash.
Giggly laughter ...
"Are my teeth
yellow?" ... Love those deserts ...
West meets

East . . . "Cotta

get a

lemon" ... "Turn off that alarm" ...
"Let's go for a walk" " .. Parler beaucoup ... Free on skiis ...
"Everything ah have is yours honeychile"
Many friends, many experiences ...
. . . Out-door gal ... Stauford 106ther
... Glad we got her.

1

CASSANDRA GOSS
Sociology
Middlebury, Conu.
"Cassie" ...
Butterflies on her wall
· .. Offensive and defensive eyebrows
· .. Land of Make-Believe
Devotee
of Winnie the Pooh
"GurIs-an'
one thing and another"
Toujours
a Ia mode ... Mascegni's Intermezzo
.. The music goes round and round
.. Intelligence plus determination
· .. Exam crises ... Accident prone
· . . Tea

princess ...

'0

toast . . . The student

"To be and not to seem."
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BETSY BRAGG GREGORY
Economics

Danbury,

Conn.

Betsy, we love you because you're you
. . . Poise

and

atuned

every

to

charm

...

eventuality

Humor
.

.

.

"Hurry up !" ...
"Don't rush me"
...
Sincere, lasting friendship ...
"Dh Ruth, really" . . . Shalimar,
cashmere and scarabs ... Efficiency is
a virtue ... Composure supreme.

ZELDA DOREEN GROPER
Government
N ew t on, Mass.
"W 11"
e urn '., Her smiling eyes
Serenity mixed with buffoonery
"Zeldabah
Unlque
.
" ..
.
e."
"
bed-time
eoiff'ure . . . "Wh' at 18 a five letter
word for a Scandinavian

rr, it's

recluse?"

on the screen, she likes ~t ., :
The power of positive thinking
Portrait of a lady.
. ..
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JANE GROSFELD
English

Woodmere, N. Y.

"J an.ie"

.

Shanghai.

The independent

...

Luncheon

Her

Shangri-la

ie

type

at ~'21" (carrel, that is)

...
The big four-Homer, Milton,
Spenser, and Grosfeld ... "The ripeness is all."

...

conscientiousness,

Boundless

energy,

gaiety.

GRETCHEN HEIDEL
Zoology
"Gussie"

Meriden, Conn.
...

Only the eat's meow has

escaped dissection. '.. Conn Chords'
"boom-de-boom"
... Perseverance ...
The hostess with the moetes' . . .
Determined
worker, detailed notes
.. Private bath sophomore
More bounce to the ounce
vivial coffee with Pream

year ...
ConBrahms'

Symphony No.1 ... Cheerful Cherub
. . . Ashtrays
A genuine

but

no smokes

. . .

warmth.
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CAROL LOUISE HILTON
Economics

West Hartford,

~~Hiltie" . . . Executive

Conn.

sweet

. . .

high notes ... Tea 'n toast
...
Mirror, mirror on the wall, the
time consumed
is worth it all . . .
Moments of panic . . . "I flunked
Showering

rnasjred

Nodding

potatoes"

·'1 am hurrying"
seam ...

. . . Chignon

over the midnight
Art-istic

a photographic

...

Sews a straight

temperament

bent

. . .

oil ...

..

with

Maid of

honor.

(

DOROTHY M. L. HINSCH
Psychology
Brooklyn N Y
Carlen' Ca rn p argn
.
h ea d quarters,..
"

Wh

?"

a.
tomer ...

...

..
Coca Cola's best cusAcrobatics on a chair

Scientific?. . .. F u II of fun and never
...

at a loss for words
"L t'
d
first"
D'
. '"
e 8 stu y
.. , eslInatIon unknown but in

a rush anywa y . ., "T urn the other
('h eek and sWIng
.
.
with
your left"
L
I .
.
oya , SIncere, and young in heart.
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NANCY GOODWIN
HUBBARD
Economics

New Kensington,

Pa.

The ready grin ...
Her hair up in
socks ... "This is the latest style" ...
Perpetual
procrastination
invented seminars?" ...

...
"Who
"Let's go to

the heach" ... Weekend smoker ...
Bunny-hopping in the fall lead. to
splints in the spring ... The nightly
thermos ...
Breakfast at 7 :59 ...
Dozens of crinolines ...
Definitely
modern ... Our sympathetic listener

...

"Nance."

GRETCHEN HURXTHAL
Art
West Newton, Mass.
~~Gretch"...
"Don't call me Gert"
...
Schrambles, point please-basic
.

. . Talented

art

major

recently

emerging from "what I call my wild
period" ...
Mountains, cats and pots
.. "Goleha" ...
Forever the indi-

vidual . . . Candid frankness ..
Laughs at you but erys with you.
Poise with no pose.
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HENRIETTA MacDONALD
JACKSON
European
"Henny"

History
St. Paul, Minn.
...
Of the ever increasing

MacDonald clan ...

"I was just clos-

ing my eyes for a minute"

...

Morale

booster: twenty-four hour service
.
"Minnesota is not Way out West!"
.
Tea "n toast . . . Procrastinator
. . .
"But this year will be different" ...
The promoter ... Home is where the

heart is.

ELIZABETH AHREND
KASSEL
History of Art
Middletown N Y
"B e tsv"
"D 0 you know what?"
' " "
sy '"
;, . .

Crossword

puzzle

fiend

. . .

Wauld you kids please mind being
quiet?"
. . . "Are the stars out
to
. ht?"
Boundless repetoir of
. J:l~g
. ...
Incidental .information ... Bang and
barge

. . . Aggravated

Roman Holiday.
tone . . . "He

artist

. . .

. . Golden monohas that lean and

hungry I00 k"
B n id ge Baroque
•.
and Babble . . . Sh a I"·
, d Ita I"'
Imar an
lall
lipstick.
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LINDA ROSE KEEN
Philosophy
Huntington,
"L" ... The little philosopher

N. Y.
... A

variety of interests: from Mozart to
Marx to Martinis to Milne ... A wit

... Men pop up from everywhere ..
Perpetual cyclones hit her room ...
A night owl and an early hird all
rolled up into one ... Tiny waist ...
Stunning clothes- and racey lingerie
...
The "bestest'' laugh ...
Kind
and perspective.

CAROL WATERS KINSLEY
English
South Norwalk, Conn.
It's Kinsey with an L ... Looking for
something bigger and better ... The
perennial visitor ...
Her room is
Grand Centra] Station
Halfway
house for third floor
Those melodious

echoes

in the

corridor

. . .

That 7 :15 A.M. cheer ... Those hikes
to Holmes Hall and NLHS ... "What
do you do with straight hair?" ...
Good old C. Waters.
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JOAN AMELIA

LAKE

Botany
New London, Conn.
"Creeky" ... Don't look puzzled, it's
hello in Russian ... Number Please?
From hearse to Chevie . . . Third
finger left hand . . . Sometime between J nne and December . . . All
lakes are doomed to die ... She summers in the

seems logical"
labs.

Arboretum

. . . "That

. . . Oh, those Chern

BARBARA GORDON
LANDAU
Government
Cambridge, Mass.
"B
b "
"Le t 's play tennis for half
. as...
an hour" . . . Government girl . . .
Calm and sedate with an easy manner
...

From the Princeton

tiger to the

Harvard pilgrim . . . ·"But Loeber
says" ...
Beautiful June bride
Connecticut was fun hut marriag~ .i~
better.
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SUSAN BARRETT
LEARNED
History of Art
Avon, 'Conn.
"Barry" ... Experiences in Paris, Forever a part of her ...
Vogue ep itomized ... Cashmere and tweed ...
Life at a dangerous pace ... "If the
clock went backward, I might be on
time" . . . Perennial philosophizing
...
Knows the beauty of simplicity
. . . Spare time in art galleries . . .
~"
... les parfume, les couleurs et les
sons se repondent."

,

JANE A. LENNON
English
Joliet, Ill.
"Lanie"
A dash of pepper in an
Irish stew
"My dear" ... Those
hlue eyes
A study in Vogue ...
Effervescence ...
First draft papers
the night hef ore . . . The barber of
Seville . . . ~'What was I going to
say?" ... Overtones of romanticism
... A ladder of wonderful laughs ...
Responsiveness and magnetic charm.
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CLAIRE BLANCHE LEVINE
Government
Beverly Hills, Calif.
"Claya" ...
All the world's a stage
· .. The fervent defender of a definite
point

of VIew. ...

genuine

"They

interest

only

different"
and

...

executive

like

Spontaneous

and

everyone

. . .

in

me

because

Creative
ability

I'm

temperament
...

"Once

in

love with David" ... Stevenson's best
campaigner ... A paradox of warmth
and sophistication.

LOIS ANN LIACHOWITZ
Economics

Mahanoy City, Pa.

"Lore" ...
· ..

V·ivacrousness
.
and charm

Ordered

thinking

sense of humor

with a subtle

French

enthusiast

and prize winner
Detailed accounts
ranging from weekends to Pogo to

Yxeynesran
.

theory

...

Eager

15,000 miles of European

· ". "It ' s a real vision!"
. ...
nrirrd possesses a kingdom."
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to share

impressions

"'A goo d

MARTA LOU LINDSETH
Economics
Shaker Heights, Ohio
"Mart" ...
Happy balance of feminine charm and common practicality
... "Lindy Lou" ... W~hich to read
first, the stock reports or the funny
papers? ... HI won't take this course,
the books are too big!" ... Bugles at
midnight ...
Third floor comic . . .
Original and private lingo ... Insight
and understanding . . . Wonderful
sense of humor and warmth of
personality.

HEATHER ANN
LIVINGSTON
English
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Small in form but not in personality
· .. Charles Adams room ... "They're
so strange!" . . . Dangerous lack of
equilibrium ... From whence we get
our constructive advice ... Imagination channeled into literary realms
· .. Her independence reigns supreme
· .. Irreplacable ... Girl with positive
opinions ... Secret of sensitivity .
Exotic and naive.
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ELIZABETH POLLY
LONGENECKER
Art
Toledo, Ohio
"P o IIy " ... Effervescent sparkle ...
Enthusiastic leader of religious activities ... "Say! You k now w hat?"
at. ."
Ski exercises ... Postoffice box plenty
...
With a song in her heart ...
Laughter that springs from the soul
A bounce in ber step ... Middlebury loved you, but so do we . . .
Long distance phone calls ... And a
Buster Brown haircut.

I

BARBARA DIAMOND
LUPOFF
Sociology
Jamaica, N. Y.
"Bobbie" ... .ler ... "What "are you
doing, D.L.? Sociology?"
Collector of European letters
Consistent
weekend absentee ... Charter member of the Pizza.Poached Egg Fraternity . . . "Only 300 days until
J auuary 27" ... "Buon Giorno" '", .
"Movies, anyone?" . . . Wonderful
Newport ... Snake hips ... Cigarette
bummer extraordinaire . . . "I want
to go to Italy" . . . Statuesque and
smiling.
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JANE LOUISE LYON
Government
Dayton, Ohio
~'Janie" . . . Beautiful capacities,
maturing in steady aspiration . . .
Sensitivity to richness and variety of
fine arts . . :Athletic prowess . . .
Genuine social grace ... Integrating
influence ... Unconscious attractiveness ...
Accomplishments of rare
extensiveness ... Full of fresh, epontaneous kindness and rich springs of
heartfnl concern for others.

KATHERINE LOUISE
LYON

,

English
Akron, Ohio
"Kay".
Chatter and charm ...
Always on the go ... Campus fashion
plate
An intense dislike for the
positive
Artistic and talented ...
Beautiful eyes ... "It's 8000 Interesting but there's 8000 much of it" ..
Crazy hours and incredible diet . "..
Considerate and understanding . . .
"I'rygve Lie for President" ... "Hey,
wait for me!"
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VALERIE MARROW
English
New York, N. Y.
"Val" ... Right out of Vogue ... A
new year, a new love ... Expressive
words, faces, and sounds . . . Weeks
or weekends? ... Creativity in many
lines . . . Constant confusion . . .
Anything for laughs ...
"Just one
game of double solitaire ?',
The
ways of the Ivy League
Champagne tastes ... Her infamous little
car . . . Our conforming non-conformist.

I

HARRIETTE BRUCE
McCONNEL
English
"Happy"

Beaver Falls, Pa.
.
.
. .. ~'GrowIng
girls
have to

eat 1"
. ".

T wo

steps at a time-up

or

clown stairs
Those little "ten"
minutes breaks
East is east and
West is west and never the dates shall
rneet ? ...
In at 9:55 and out at 9:56
·.. Miss Beaver Falls, 1954 ... Those
b elf-Iike tones in the shower.
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POLLY C. MOFFETTE
Zoology
Trumbull, Conn.
'~Moff"
~'Are those really your
shoes?"
"Come up and see my
guppies sometime" ... A white mouse
named Bertram . . . Cheever says
"Good Morning" . . . Originality in
the dance ...
Life can be beautiful
even with five labs ... That four-year
tablecloth . . . Absent-minded zoologist ...
Sincere ... Always fun to
be with.

MARY JANE MOLLOY
Psychology
New Haven, Conn.
"Janie"
Big brown eyes full of
wonder
Never ending hours in
the Psych. lab combined with frequent pleas of "Who wants to go to
the Snack?" ... Sub 'base blues ...
"Hey, kids, did. you hear what happened?" ... Life as a series of crises
... Editorial ability devoted to Press
Board ... Quiet hours with echoes of
her infectious laugh ...
Sweetness
and gaiety personified.

)
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MARY LOU MOORE
.
E oorrornacs
"M ary L"
u

New Milford, Conn.
.
, Precious. and petite;

..
enthusiastic
and energetIc . . . Consistently
conscientious
and always

d epen d able ...

A spontaneous laugh,

a heart of mirth ...

"Got to have a
.
tt e.I" ..., Oh that smoke-filled
Clgare
.
room! . . . Could never qurte economize

on bureau

a'grinning,

space

. . . Always

always a'winning.

BARBARA CASTLE
MUNGER
Psychology
Middlebury, Conn.
"Bobbie" ... Blonde with twinkling
blue eyes . . . Athletic skill ranging
from hockey to 200-yard dashes to the
Psych Department ...
Active expression through music and dance . . .

Rewarding academic perseverance
... Avid Yale Drama critic .. ' "Wee
hour" discussions

colored

with laugh-

ter ...
"Clutch time!" ...
Branford
beauticians'
"urchin cut" victim ...

Bermuda

fan .' ..

as Helmholtz
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Thurber

advocate.

as well

CYNTHIA LEE MURRAY
French

Hartford,

Conn.

"Cyn" ...
Quiet sophistication
with
moments of silly nonsense
Banana
splits but a 22·inch waistline
"Not

too funny!"

...

Lured by the classics

...
"Procrastination
is the thief of
time" . . . Man tailored shirts and

English tweeds ...
sharp

wit

Subtle humor and

. . . Choir

enthusiast

and

music lover.

,
CATHERINE

ANN MYERS

English
St. Paul, Minn.
"Cathy"
Mugs full of after dinner
coffee
Possessor of a piggy-bank
with a well planned f ufure ... Those
dimples . . . Announced by her
sneakers ... Unfinished knitting ...
Bi-weekly phone calls from a weekly
commuter
ance

. . . Admirable

. . . Sweet and

petite

perseverathlete

. . . Pre-exam frenzy . . . Hesponsibility with ease.
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CYNTHIA ANN MYERS
Art
y oungsto,wn~Ohio
"Cynnie" ... The philosophical artist
· .. "Can't you tell? It's abstract!"
· .. Paint on everything ... Scenery
and Kaine art ... Face for every occasion ...
Persephone works ... "He
was pleasant, hut . . ." Refuse to
settle down
"Is chocolate cake
fattening?"
Gullible ... Tribbe
the Mongoose did it ... Deterrnined
to master bridge and knitting ... POD
.. Hoots of good-"natured laughter
· .. Effervescent.

CARMINA NUNEZ
Spanish
Forest Hills, N: Y.
Keeps the movie industry booming
. That one in a million smile ...
Junior year in Spain • • • ~'WI13t a
great day, three letters from Jorge,
peanut butter cookies for lunch, and
Itl went out in solitaire!" .,- A f aIr}
. ,
a e come true-s-futura commuter hetween
New York and M drid •••
a
S tunning
looks
F'raen dI'mess
personified.
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DOROTHY CLAIRE
PALMER
Child Development Wynnewood, Pa.
"Do"
Expounder of college tradition
Plush room ... "Hunt, hunt,
Mascot Hunt ... Knows everyone on
campus ...
Helpful, healthful suggestions . . . Dorm censor ...
Avid
enthusiast of after-ski crutches . . .
J oie d~ vivre . . . "The children in
the nursery school frighten me" ...
Bright colors and lady-like elegance.

RUTH WHITEMORE
PARKER
European History
Compton, R. I.
"Rudy" ... Cranzian History
"I
feel like expressing myself"
Carefree summers in Maine ... "I washed
the ashtrays and Betsy wasn't even
here" ...
Barefoot ...
"Let's stay
home and water the plants" . . .
Speaking symbolically ... Life is full
of complexities . . . You have to
have something to think about while
you're hanging up the diapers.
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JUDITH STAUNTON
PENNYPACKER
Music
Quincy, Mass.
"Penny" ... One of the few who can
smile without that first cup of coffee
... Never still ... A willing ear ...
Always willing to take on even
another activity . . . Can tell somehow when you need a friend ... The
daily marathon to Holmes Hall ...
Noted for her ability to sightread
music ... Conscientious and capahle.

~,
\
~

.

..

'.

JOAN HELEN PARSELLS
~athematics
Rochester, N. Y.
May I come in?"
.
••• W,'II'
lUg I'ISt eoer
, , , Late hours and filled ash trays
... Major conflict: math or psych ...
Rochester tw.a-a.aug . . " Methodical
"Wh ere ' s your honor?"
~rgyles for George .... Mond~y ~o~n:
mg telegrams '"
""I'mcruse h d"
Dean's
list
perennial
T'enms,
b k
. ..
as ~tb~ll, and bowling enthusiast
. Egg salad sandwich with olives
please" . .,
L'ynn 18 closer than,
R ochester.
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JANET DOROTHY PERDUN
Spanish

Wilton, Conn.
"Perdoo" ...
Saber and
Spur and blue ribbons to spare ...
Restricted to the Narm . . . Fond
memories of Nantucket ... Princeton
express replaced by Navy DC4 ...
"I'm not asleep, I'm just resting my
eyes!"
Lots of fun and gales of
laughter
"I'm losing my youth"
... "How are youuu?" ... Pretty and
pert.
"jan" ...

GRACE HELEN QUINLAN
Government
Guilford, Conn.
"Helen" ...
Diligent, dependable,
and a w.ealth of will power ... Possessor of a filled six-foot long bookshelf
.. ' . Room always neat at 9:00 A.M.
. . . "My brother will get it at the
Yale Co-op" ...
Representative at
Mock Legislature for three years ...
"It's not either cold in my room-just
right for studying" ... Infinite capac.
ity for friendship.
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CLAUDETTE RAMSTEIN
Psychology
"Claudie" ...

Torrington, Conn.
Ready smile ... Easy,

natural
warmth ...
know her . . . Serious
Accomplishments

sive groans

Shy

until
endeavor

accompany

. . . "But

you
. . .

expres-

psychology

doesn't mean that, Bobby" ...
Devotion to Ereinds ...
"But I can't
walk in these shoes!" . . . Modesty

disguising a quick mind ...
secret

longing

to

dwell

"I have a

.arnong

the

stars."

CAROLYN ANA REMMERS
English
Blithe

...

spirit

...

Serious thinker

digressions ...

Louisville, Ky.
and wit
with delightful

Warmth

Can't talk without

her

j lands

. "

. " H arrasse dEl·ng Ish maj or
"1 can ' t, .I've got a paper" ...

~ ell, known library

haunter

...

Shin-

mg
h Iight in Conn Chords . .. LIt
oya
0
t e old blue grass • • • "It' 8 'L OOIVU'
. I"
not Louisville" . . , "c' mon In
. and
have a cigarette."
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JESSIE ANN RINCICOTTI
Art
Myetic, Conn ..
"Jess"
"I'm majoring in English
I"
"Mother inferior" ...
"I'm
happy?" ...
Organization peraonified ... Commuter's clotheshorse
.
"Whose dirty dishes are those?"
.
Summers in Happy Haberdasher's
.
Half owner of coconut ... "53"
.
Spit curls for special occasions
I
dreamed I went ...
"And after all
I've done for him" ...
Cross over
the bridge.

1

CYNTHIA REID RIPPEY
English
Denver, Col.
"Hip"
Colorado Chamber of
Commerce
The unseen photographer
That "Please be quiet,
Honeyhucket" sign ...
Breakfast in
bed . . . Love those sporlscars . . .
The Whistler . . . A pair of skiis, a
Colorado mountain . . . Close to
heaven ... Meticulous white rugs ...
Perfection personified ...
"I Have
Loved England" . . . Sober but not
serious, quiet but not idle.

,
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-

VIRGINIA ROGERS
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
F rene h
"N""
That syncopated walk.
lni
..'
""
The startling langh . .'
Short
"But didn't I have my
f orma Is ...
Second year, and
gI?',
asses on.
..,
the socks still aren't

done

. . . Part

. 0 f "S am'"s .,.
"My feet
ownershIp
are frozen" ...
Semper C.G.A....
Fell off the horse again
Just can't
stand sitting around
C'est Tout.

FRANCES ELIZABETH
ROOT
Child Development Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Bitsie" ... Pocket-sized post mistress
... Here, there, and everywhere ...
"The Dodgers ? Wail til next year"
... Blushes galore
"Well, up in
the Adirondecks
"
Sunday
afternoon symphonies
Latest style
in night dress ... "I'm sorry, but I
don't agree with you" ...
A mischievou8 streak in her dependable
nature.
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LUCIA PIERSON
RORABACK
Art
Torrington, Conn.
"'Lu".
. Be careful, Lu, it's fragile
... "It's too quiet around here" ...
Always the proper(?)
word at the
proper moment ... Who were those
socks for? ... Skiing has its advantages
"Anyone want to pose for
me?"
The gray room ... Those
blasts at the lake ... A diet until the
dress fits ... "Well, frankly."

BARBARA ROSEN
History of Art
New Haven, Conn.
"Bobbie" ... Paint-filled dungarees,
khakis,

and

canvasses

too . . . W or-

shipper of Cole Porter ... "1 really
want to work in New York for a year
after college but" : . . Unlimited
capacity for fun and friendship ...
"What's playing downtown?" ... The
bathtub runneth over ...
Flair for
fashion ... The right combination of
the world's best ingredients.
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ELLEN ROSENBERG
English
New Haven, Conn.
Windblown sophisticate . . . "Oh,
groan" . . . Diets in reverse . . .
Magazine subscription by the dozens
... Never has seen the campus from
Friday 10 Sunday ...
Yearning for
the Left Bank, and not of the Thames
... Faust complex ... Could and did
melt a heart of "Stone."

MARTHA WHITFIELD
ROYER
Government

"Beaver "

W innetka,
"

Makes

chaos

out

Ill.
of

order ... HAnyone for soccer?" .
~,n the constant political pickle . . .
Can Willy Sam come too?" ...
A
momentr, in every port ... "You let
your work interfere with your social
life?"
B egm'1'mgly gullible ...
. '"
E~st or West, the sun will always
shine on our Mammy,
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DOROTHY ANN RUGG
Child Development Greenfield, Mass.
"Dottie" . . . Perpetual motion . . .
"Doda" ...
Miss Malaprop ...
~"I
dropped a stitch; would you fix?"
.
The Big Green ... Mother Goose
.
"1 don't understand" . . . Outdoor
policy ...
The grin that grows and
grows and grows ...
"Can't, gotta
write Dave"
Ingenuity, thy name
is woman
Little things mean a lot.

CYNTHIA HASTINGS
RUSSELL
Home Economics
Scarsdale, N. Y.
"Cindy" .. :1 I can't sleep. Are sleeping pills habit forming?" ... "At the
islands" ...
It's Gleero at Compton
... Miss Cake Mix
Rare treat:
Squeeze box rendition
"Wait for
me" ... Fishnet of dance programs
... Bet on engagement paid off-one
frying pan and one man ... Oh those
spoonerisms ... Talkative little voice.
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GLADYS W. RYAN
English
Nutley, N. J.
'~Glady" ... The only English major
with Elizabethan shoulders ... The
kind men fight over . . . Semper
Paratus ... Watching for white caps
Wednesdays and Saturdays ... Year
round

actress ...

Pert and alert ...

The room with the weekend look ..
n.B.'s 'teddy bear
Eager to listen
and anxious to talk

"To True to

be Good."

\

MARY CARLIN

RYAN

Economics
New London Conn
"H
'
.
ey Mar, you still going to school?"
... Air foam cushions to ice bags on
the head ... "Do you think they know
I'Ut a senior now?"
Ah ,lose
h
.
'"
foreign me D . .• S 31.j.lUg summers on
the !hames
requirements
rings are mine"

and 1.
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Oh, these language
"At least the ear. "

L or d Keyues

HARRIET L. RYBERG
Home Economics
Wyoming, Ohio
"Hat" ... Ice cream lover ... Summers on the Cape . . . '~Etc., etc.,
Hotfoot Harriet, off again"
The
hairdo that can't be changed
HArtl
you really kidding?" ... Every movie
her favorite ...
Always considerate
.... "Hurry up" ... Petite ... '''He
was very nice" . . . Those Home Eo
leftovers . . . The lost earrings . . .
"Popcorn anyone?" ... Echoing footsteps ... Fridays at Learned House.

NANCY JOAN SCHATZ
English
West Hartford, Conn.
"Nance" ... Proverbial blonde bomb.
shell ... Incredibly neat ... Rill-tintin fan club ... "Heall y, I can't stand
it. here on weekends" . . . "But I
didn't talk til I was three" ...
Oh
that wardrobe! ... Thirty-two papers
in thirty-two days ... Wealth of wit
... The dexedrine drive ... "But I
was born with this voice."

\
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CONSTANCE C. SCHIVE
English
Tenafly, N. J.
~'Connie" . . . "Bright eyes" . . .
Always a smile ... Boundless energy
...

Our most secretive Mascot Hunter

_ .. Honor Court judge ...
"He's
very nice, but" ... '"Well, ladies" ...
Seven A.M. calls from e.G.A. . . .
Never an unkind word ... Ability for
making the joys of others her own ...
Connie combines vivacity

and enthu-

siasm with a strong belief in the goodness of all people.

JOANN HARRIET
SCHNEIDER
~n~~i8h
Philadelphia, Pa.
jo
...
Her own kind of order
from her own kind of chaos ... The
many deadlines and not enough time
. . . The one we love to tease
Pearls and chamber music ...

'Th~

peanut vender . . . Sense and nonsense .' " . The air of independence
... Unrrustakahle delicacy and wit
Forsooth, unforgettable.
. ..
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BARBARA
History

of Art

SCHUTT
Framingham,

Mass.

"Barbie"

. . . Wide-eyed innocence
and a little girl laugh
Sophistication in a casual manner

"I can't

bear it" ... Major Catastrophe
...
"What am I doing here? Knitting for
the Navy" ...
Goodies from home
.. "But I feel fat" ... Foot in mouth
disease ... Sudden craving
Persephone
. . . Warnl

for Art ...
and spon-

taneous.

ANNE MARIE
SHAUGHNESSY
Mathematics

Springfield,

Mass.

"Nancy" ... Quiet reserve highlighted
by her unexpected wit ... With toothbrush in hand ... Unceasing arnazement ... "No pudaydoes, please" ...
Never a moment wasted'.
. . Her

gullibility
. . . The

is the story-teller's delight
risible

dessert

cook . . . A

smile and a helping hand.
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NANCY RUTH SIMPSON
French
Westfield, Mass.
"Nance" ...
Always ready with a
heJping hand and a smile when
needed

most

...

"'What

is the con-

nection between French and Ec?" ...
"Last weekend was too short. Better

go home again this weekend" . . .
Coffee breaks all day long
Down
to earth person with a wide range of
0

0

0

interests.

SARA P. SMITH
Philosophy
Clinto
C
"5 }"
n,
onn.
a .. ' Casual efficiency ... Gesture
In hands ...
An amiable smile
"Really!". '"
"Wh' at s your major
...
maladjustment?"
"Wh
did
I·
d0
.
. . .
at I
WIth my Keys?"
"Sh a'II I cut my
. '"
hair?". ... "I'd Iove a cup of coffee"
Convinced in the dignity of man
That's our gal Sal.
o
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PHYLLIS

C. SIEGEL

Spanish
Upper Montcla ir, N. J.
"Phil" ... Open door, open heart ...
Unplanned trips and organized mind
...
Steadfast and responsible ...
The indispensable owner of the indispensable can-opener ... Roses on her
birthday
and letters From distant
lands ...
Our student of languages
•.. The only non-smoker who doesn't
preach ... So nice to know.

RUTH CONSTANCE
SILVERMAN
Government
"Connie" ...
Boston

Chestnut Hill, Mass.
"Hey, kids" ... That

accent ...

Lover of Dickens

· .. History today and government
tomorrow ...
"Gloriowski, Sandy"
· .. Dartmouth's little greenie ...
Vogue's Mademoiselle ...
Licorice
· .. Malapropisms ... Refreshing ...
Easy to tease . . . A smile that can
not be resisted

and

that captivating

naivete.
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SHIRLEY SMITH
, h
E ng IIS
"51lIT
' I"

Wallingford,
Pa,
.
Idealist ... Looking for

'"

the romantic

...

Cozy nights

in t~e

"Hi Joe" ...
Parenrrial
Smithwick Papers ... Hockey Hack
... Affinity for Richards ... Travel.
Impronutu
tnt.tere d C'apezlOs...

carre I ...

ballerina

...

A dramatic

humorist

Sensitive to surroundings
understanding judge.

...

. . . An

SUZANNE SMITH
English
"Smythe" ...
twist ...

Marblehead, Mass,
Stuyvesant with a new

Mail orders'

sole supporter

...
The forgotten punch line ...
Good sport
.. Minute by minute
letters ...
Don Ron ...
Faithful,
friendly, and fun to be with ... She
measures her homework ... To bed
with a white mask and a gold net ...
Forget about the flashlight, we'll use
Sue's ring.
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FRANCES WALKER
STEANE
Zoology
"Frannie"

'.

West Hartford, Conn.
A wide brown-eyed

believer in all things
interest in people ...

. . . A sincere
Does her duty

· .. Hostess at mallY cottage parties
· .. A real cut-up in lab ... Impressed
with the West but loves her little city

· .. Rip Van 'Vinkle's stiffest competition ... Dreams of drosophila ... A
heart, as big as Texas ... In the AllAmerican

tradition.

JUDITII MARGAUEME
STEIN
Tenafly, N. J.
Our non-comformist ...
Always in the clouds ...
Favorite
outfit, jodphers and riding jacket
.
Psychology

'"J udy" ...

Coffee with the Psych department

.

Facinating eye-brows
Studying to
music is so relaxing
Confirmed
night owl ... ~jicked laugh ... Takes
everything in her stride . , . "'I just
can't learn French" ... Warmth and
humor ...
A genuine interest ill
other people.
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ANNE PRATT TALCOTT
Zoology
New York, N. Y.
"Annie" ...
The optimist ...
Lab
til five, fume til eight, date til late
. . . Subtle comebacks . . . Dissected
cats and bisected rats ... The original
pen-pal ... Cements foreign relations
. . . Rambunctious roomie . . . New
York, New Hampshire; Nova Scotia
Ltd ....
Hit was great"
The smile
that

sneaks

spaniel

up on you

Cocker

eyes.

(

BEVERLY JOAN TASKO
Mathematics

"B

Wethersfield

Conn

'"
,.
ev '"
She s Captain of our ship
. . . . . Alumna of e.G .A . . .. N''ght
VISIls to the P.O ....
"Let's take a
short break" . . . "All pay
I
an d no
work makes Jill a jerk" .... T ea a t
three ...
Bed by 10:30 ...
Dean',
h.st, athletics

girl

do . ..

married

and

100,

doesn't

this

want to get
have babies"
H er
es '..

Mrs. with her B.A.
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what

"1 Just
.

SALLY ANN TATE
English
Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Sally" ...
Our magnificent mimic
... Pride of the gym department ...
"This is the last hand" ...
Tate's
Tropical Menagerie ... "Can I have
it?" ...
Thoughtful, understanding
a devoted friend ... Crossword whizkid ... "I'll belt cha one" ... Clever,
witty, an entertaining companion.

MARY POSEY VOSS
English
Portland, Ore.
"Mon Dieux"
The baron room ...
Twinkling
Heather and kilts and
St. Andrews
Candid blue eyes •..
The golden tassel ...
Bread, cheese
and wine .on a third class train ...
On to meaning . . . Tirade against
typew.riters ... Independent spirit ...
Full of fun and fancy free.
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JOAN PATRICIA WALSH
Child Development Brockton, Mass.
"J oanrrie" . . . Pony tail Monday
through Thursday
Apple juice
with her meals
The Veep ...
Lover of children
"Going to the
P.O.?" . . . "The ever-r-r popular"
· .. '"While you're up, would ya ... ?"
· .. To the bake shop on weekends
and no dough on Monday ... Wayne
· .. Always sympathetic, friendly, and
understanding ... "B~ loving."

MARTHA DEARBORN
WARNER
Sociology

"Mart" ..

Fairfield,
.

Conn.

A Pi1 Ph i from St. Lawr-

ence who quickly became one of
C.C.'s best
A sense of humor and
effervescent
"1 don't want to go"
... One minute the world is hopeless
and the next all "grins" . .. Any f ace
n~w but soon Fearless Fosdick of the
F .B.I. ... A girl's ambitions.
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ALICE JUNE WATERMAN
Art
New Haven, Conn.
"Ajax" ... That unmistakable laugh
... A daredevil ... Bends her beer
cans . . . Serious hut far from a
philosopher

. . ,- Beer,

vitamin pills ...
colors in ashtrays

alarm . . .
bill"
gy

r.r.

aspirin

and

Remnants of water...

The automatic

A birdie with a yellow

Spontaneous bursts of enerNeater than most pins ...

All night projects and coffee are the
result of procrastination

.. -. Mixture

of quiet and bubbly.

CONSTANCE ADA
WATROUS
Music
Mystic, Conn.
"Connie" ... Holmes Hall, her home
away from home
Quiet, with a
sunn y disposition
The long trek
from Mystic ... "But there just isn't
room for anyone else in the car"
.
Heifetz of the Commuters' Room
.

"Thie is the quiet room isn't it?"
Fiddler for caroling.

.

SUSAN S. WEINER
E·ng I·18II

New Haven, Conn.

"Su Su" ...
Perpetual motion ...
Typewriter trauma ... Author extraor d In aire
1
.. , Footlight fernme- fatal
Melodious madness . . . Red
~w'e~ter .., . "I'll never step afoot out
of this donn" ... But oh those phone
calls ...
Book-store bargain hunter
.. Objects D'Art ...
Intensity of
purpose ... Buddism and the Orient
•.. La vie Boheme.
o

ANNE LOUISE WILLIAMS
Botany
Maplewood, No J
"Annie" ... Quiet and sedate ... A
helle on her toes and a whiz on skiis
... "Fourth for bridge?" ., . Perennial
green thumb . . . Pink \l1d brown
rOODl with strains of Tchaikovsky ...
Longing for another Highland Fling
... Pixie eyes ... A place for everything ...
Allure of the feminine.
0
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MARTHA CAROLINE
WILLIAMSON
Government

Augusta,

Me.

"Muffy" ... As" Maine goes, so goes
Muffy . . . Trench coats and blue
buttondowna
"Say, ole chap" ...
Blue Fridays
"Hey ladies, what
are you wearing?"

...

Innumerable

gold stars . . . ~"He'8 only a good
friend" ... Naivete ... Of yodeling
fame

A

.'

worker ...

hard

and

Friendly

conscientious

by nature.

MONA JOY WILSON
Art
"Mo'

Sedalia, Col.
...

Search for art forms appro-

priate to her vision and for the meaningf ul. in the realms of intellect
.
Walking stick and British tweeds
.

Vitality

...

Versatility

Ski poles,

full sails, a mean racket
A touch
of deviltry
Sensitive to the human
predicament
Sincerity
standing with depth ...
source
within

of

inspiration

and underA constant

. . . Beauty

and without.
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ANITA

WOLLMAR

Sociology
Hartf ord, Co~n.
"Nita" ... Blonde and blue eyed with
those black eyebrows to give her face
. .?"
character ... "What can I major In .
. . . Only girl on campus who roomed
with a boxer puppy ... Athlete with
Junior year in Upsala ...
grac e ."

Wooden shoes ...
with

Swedish-American

the best of each.

MARY ANN WOLPERT
Psychology

Flushing,

N. Y.

On the outside calm and contained;
within a warm spirit of fun ...
She
gets chuckles

out of everything

Alert, conscientious,
...
Characteristics
admiration

and deep

...

and very capable
that 'bring forth
friendship

...

Known to her constant companions as
the Babe, a term of endearment
...

Loved by all.
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CYNTHIA REED
WORKMAN
Home Economics New London.Conn.
"Buzei" ... ~~Whodo I love?"
.
Magazine time til three A.M
A
friend in need ... "'J ust one hand of
glassware" ... Complete individualist
...

"Mouse

hours ago" ...
Grove

Street

should

have

been here

Friday dinners at 25
. . . Actress,

announcer, artist, athlete
call me Bizzi Workman."

waitress,
...

"Just

I

-

~.}'
~

•

f

,\

SALLY ANN YOUNG
Nutley, N. J.
Seventy-two girls can't be
A remark for every situation and an expression to go with it
... Guardian angel of the gang ...
"'Our car" ...
"But I Like Wordsworth" . . . Straight arrow with a
goon grin ... The night shift, papers
til dawn . . . "It'Il all come out in
the wash" ... "Cheers, Sa1."

English
"Sal"
wrong
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Stars
Are
Born

Sometimes we get disruraged,

and at other times, we feel more confident.

When
Curtains
Rise

Hunt, Hunt ...

Mascot

Hunt

Fall Parties
and
Hallowe'en

...

and Mr. Shmop

We

Make Music

'55 wins!

For ourselves ...
and for others.

___

-L

We play, and
then watch

,'c

,
While

Mr. Goodwin

a home run

makes

Some are earnest
and others silly

But the form
improves

The Year

Some are overwhelmed with
new status.

We greet the freshmen.

And collect
pictures

and

books.
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Begins

Again ...

There are

new faces

And old friends

But the object in

~I
t

•

.

-

. view is always
the same

II9

We Start The

Some reluctant

. . .

some a little happier

The mid-morrring

break.

Get "im, Chip!

. . . but it CAN be in on time.

Routine Day

More classes

•r

And meals ...

...
Sweet

_ . . but PLEASE be quiet
121

dreams

Fall parties and
weekends start .

And we take advantage
of the last sun .
and settle in for
the winter.
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' trnas comes
C hrae
and goes ...

W.Iith a Santa
•
'and
, , many parties.
.

And

80 that's
ho was my
Secret Santa

Exams come and it gets
harder ... and harder
to maintain
an
equilibrium

Lei

alone

"e~
~
,

corfortable.

But there are moments of abandon.

The coffee flo~s,
d S e almos
an
. U es Nancy
convmc

of her
point.

.
situation,

In any found
can be

...

escapists

The snow comes,
and some leave .

There

are

showers,

and Marta finds
the answer to winter.

-Stoics?
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Regression
sets in

And there is
still another
birthday
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Dances are p lanned
to tide the
season over.

Prepare d for . .,
an d created.
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There are signs
of spring.

We sit in the sun
and think that
if we act as if i,t
were warm ..
it might even
be warm.
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We sit by.the.road
. .. - have'expected
social life.

And baseball games.

All of which goes
to indicate that ...
no matter how crazy,

or hizarre,

the year has passed

and we've enjoyed it!

Senior History
With Apologies

Awake, 0 Senior! Leave all meaner things
To underclassmen, and their diamond rings.
Let us, (since June can little more supply
Than just to gaze about us and to sigh)
Roam casually o'er the campus of Conn;
A mighty maze! But one to ponder on.
There's North, where wood and fire escapes are seen;
And prep school new, with cantilever green.
Together let us cross the hockey field,
View what New London, what gray Fanning yield;
The learned dens, the pedant nooks explore
Of all .who wildly write, or calmly snore ;
Eye new frat pius j catch gossip 8S it flies;
And snatch the blind date offers as they rise;
Bluff where we can, be candid when we're had;
But glorify the worth of C's to Dad.
I. Say first, to Jane upstairs, or Sue below
How can we diet when we love coke so?
'
To all, when kno.wing that it's fish night here,
Let's go to Charlies' or to Holly House' cheer.
Through fog and drizzle, though the way be known,
We slosh in the slickers that aren't our own.
We who through the fog's density can pierce
See Victory-hound students stacked in tiers;
Observe how student against student jars;
"This would be different if we all had cars!"
How many sailors there are in town,
We'd thought that the Coast Guard was all that's around.
But at c.c., with veal birds and fees,
Examinations, near payohosiees,
I
Post Officecrush, has our unfeeling soul
Forgotten? Or can we think back on the whole?
Are these four years that we've spent at C.C.
And end in June, recalled with gloom, or glee?
II. Presumptuous Fresh! The reason would we find
Why foyned so dumb, so tired, and so blind.
'
First, if we could, the harder reason guess:
Why weren't D minus papers marked with F's!
Ask of our Junior Sisters, if there are kings
Cuter and stronger that the ones with our rings;
Or ask of yonder Firstclassman so tall:
Why Swab Pigpushere are always 80 small!
Of blind-dates possible, if 'tis confessed,
A Van or Gregory must be the best,
But we must date or find Saturday's free,
So all that offers, take a try to see.
Then, in the scale of week-ending life we plan
There must be 'monger boys euch-a thing as Man:
And all the question (wrangle e'er so long)
Is only this: if Yale has placed him wrong.
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to A. Pope

Respecting songs, whatever song we call,
May, must he, best, as relative to all.
In Compet song, though laboured on with pain,
Two hundred Freshmen that cup of silver gain.
In plays, our "Party" does not all surpass,
Not third or second to some other class.
So we, who here seem Thespians alone,
Perha ps act star roles in some play unknown.
Failing with French, or purging with the Greek,
'Tis but a day we see; and not a week.
When we proud Fresh shall know why regimen
Chokes social life, or drives us in at ten,
When the car stalls, why then we break the rules,
Are now the victims, and Honor Court's fools;
Then shall the gay week-enders comprehend
Our textbooks', kntttings', Snack Shop's use and end.
Why lonely, suffering, checked, compelled; and why
This hour a worm, the next a butterfly.
Then say not we're enslaved, rules at fault;
Say rather, Freshmen are privileged as they ought:
Our freedom measured to our class and years;
Our toil a trifle, and a mote our fears.
If to be leaders in a certain sphere,
What matters Freshman terms, or Senior year?
The Freshmen today are as completely low
.As who began here forty years ago.
III. College from all sophomores hides the hook of joy:
All but one male are gone-the Idiot Boy.
From D's what A's, from weeds what flowers grow,
Or who could suffer being here below?
The Dean our riot dooms to bleed to-day,
Had she our average, would she be so gay?
Unmoved to the last, she sends the envelope,
And shak~s the hand just raised to tie the rope.
0, S'lumping of the Sophomore! Hopeless stupor
Th~t each may fill the circle marked by Junior;
WhIch sees WIth equal eye, as Dean of all,
Hollow Men perish, or a Yal ie fall,
Blazer or Van Gogh into ruin hurl'ed
And now a skirt seam burst, and now 'a world.
. Hope humbly! them, with empty diaries soar;
Walt the great Fever's Spring, and sun adore;
What future bliss it gives not us to know
But. gi~es that hope to be our comfort n~w.
Spnng e hope's eternal for a chesty man
Man never wae impressed not by a tan' '
The soul, uneasJo:and confined by slush,
Dreams, romanhcates, on a life that's lush.
Lo, the poor Sophomore! who in Mascot Hunt
Hears forms in back or sees them in front.
.

To conceal their flag to overtax our wits.
Recall when happily viewing this past
The Dad's Day Carnival with giant cast?
And Iphigenia as part of the game,
Hope for a year full of dramatic fame?
If science plunders with an atom bomb
Still with us is the music of the Prom;
How would we wish that fortune had.lef't us still
The casual Junior, on the C.C. hill.
Who finds not Junior year all good and wise,
Recalled for fun it gives, and the friends supplies?
VI. Ask what the cause the heavenly Senior flowers,
Conn. for whose use, we answer, "'Tis for ours."
Now our kind faculty treats us as adults,
Opens our minds, discloses results.
This year for us, some 'beaux, some friends are new,
For matrimonials cut out quite a few.
For us, week-ends the campus movies bring,
Or else, light flashes from a diamond ring;
Fresh rush to woo us, all who greet us rise;
Our worries none, our limit .the skies.
But err not Seniors from this gracious trend
When donning hats when interviews descend;
When knowledge exits, when goosebumps romp,
Sounds from out core, ~'Iknow I'll flunk my Comp!"
"No," 'tis replied, "The first Almighty Board
Flunks not by partial, but by general accord;
The repeaters few, some blank out for hours four,
But what created nerveless? Why Sen-i-or?
If the great end be just to graduate,
The pleasure terminates, and is life so great ?
Although that end a constant course requires
Of groaning and grinding, squelch of our desires,
A touch of "just one" hands and Danny Shea's,
Lest we develop pedantry, scowl, and daze.
If floods or hurricanes break not teachers' sway,
Why then a River or a Senior Day?
Who knows but we, who fields of knowledge probe,
Who pat the tassel, and who wear the robe,
Transfer our candles to a Junior's hand,
Or Melodrama play with lines so hammed?
From these four years in our Connecticut springs
A love for social, as for cultural things.
Why hide the sadness in June, from Conn. to retire?
Next year to visit here, our heart's desire.
Better for us, perhaps, it mightappear,
We'd picked the business world, or cooedsphere,
That never Camps or faculty did find,
That never questions discomposed our mind.
But all agree the temporary strife
And triumphs are the elements of life.
The fun and learning in these four years we've had
Are gained in the student, and kept in the grad.

The clues, proud science never taught to find
Far as that Thames Hall tree or a leaf behind.
Yet kinder nature to our game has given
Inside a rust-streaked pipe, our banner hidden.
Some safer world in depth of Snack Shop see,
Some quiet haven from our struggle weak,
But they once more sweet sisters abuse,
More fiends torment, more Juniors probe for clues.
To dance, contents our natural desire;
We ask no palace grand, just Knowlton's hire;
And float, admitted to that Soph Hop glee,
With blind-date swain to bear us company.
IV. Go wiser, now, and at our Sophomore teas
Weigh our opinion against faculty's.
Call Paradise Lost what we fancy such;
Say Chaucer gives too little, Pope too much;
Publish Sophology for class news and .lore,
Yet cry: If it's gossip, publish no more.
If Chekov's farce acquires not Compet Play's prize;
Our song of travel dreams, in second place lies;
Peel from ourselves the grease paint and the sheet,
Re-judge our talents, vow next year to beat.
In Spring, soul-freeing Spring, a balm for each,
All quit their sphere and rush on to the Beach.
Gloom still is aiming at the ivy-crowned Quad;
All .would he daters, daters seek a god.
Aspiring to he pinned, if diamonds fail;
Aspiring to be scholars, Pro'ere wail.
But she who wishes to avoid the Slump
Of Sophomores, misses out on a College trump.
V. What are we now? Now Juniors are we named,
And little less that Seniors, proud and famed.
Now looking knowing, just so grieved appear
To hear the woes of Fresh, the quaking fear.
Made for the use of the Freshmen if they call,
Whatever their doubt, don't House Juniors know all?
This year to these, without favoring, kind,
The proper major, proper subjects we find;
Each chooses without requirement of course;
Goes to lectures from interest, not from force.
All in exact proportion to our class
New thoughts do add, and new friends do amass.
Each song, each drama, luckless in its own;
Are critics unkind to us and us alone?
Shall we in song, which carefully we word,
Be pleased with second, and in "Bowler" with third?
The bliss of Junior, (and all this blessing cheer)
Is not to tap or fence beyond this year;
No gym suit so wrinkled or sneakers so grim;
No golf or tennis-next year no Gym J
Why have the Sophs a Mascot Hunting eye?
For this plain reason, the bird bath is dry.
Say what the use, their midnight meetings' fits,

Gail S. Andersen '55
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Missing

Marjorie Craig Benton

Judy Eul

Patricia Leun

I Louise

Klein Biswanger

Ruth

Appley Cohen

Noreen Bonk Garman

Susan Klein

Dee Winship Lewis

Pat McCauley

Persons

Lynn Garrick

Polly Milne

Shirley Sidman

Pat Heap

Peggy Streifler

Shelia Swenson

Ann Henderson

Carole Strubel Baker

Constance

Weymouth

Senior Directory
CHILD,

ADAMS, JOYCE C.
14 E. 90th St., New York, N. Y.

Pa.

COLWIN, MARGOT
125 E. 72nd St., New York, N. Y.

ALLEN, ALICIA
101 Oakview Terrace, Short Hills, N. J.

COOK, ELIZABETH
L.
562 E. Middleturnpike, Manchester, Conn.

ANDERSON,

GAIL S.
93 Brunswick Ave., West Hartford, Conn.

I

ANDREWS, JOCELYN C.
1050 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CORBETT,
MARTHA
36 Waverly St., Belmont,

Mass.

CROUCH, LOIS A.
125 Brunswick Ave., West Hartford, Conn.

ANDREWS, TABITHA
lI92 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

CURTICE,
DOROTHY
A.
1810 Overhill Dr., Flint, Mich.

AUDETTE, ADRIENNE L.
133 E. Main St., Wallingford, Conn.
BADHAM, PAULINE O.
2640 Canterbury Rd., Birmingha

Bucks County,

CLISSOLD, JANET C.
76 S. Pershing Ave., Akron, O.

ALEXANDER, MAIDA, J.
61 Wellesley Rd., Holyoke, Mass.

BARKON, JOAN L.
109 Garfield Ave., Bridgeport,

RACHEL

Lumberville,

L

DALY,

ELIZABETH

Hd.,

15 Roydan

, AlaI"

L.

New Haven, Conn.

DEMING, DORIS
2 Marshall Rd., Hamden, Conn.

Conn.

BASSETT, LOIS E.
21 Britton Rd., Bristol, Conn.

DIECKMANN,
LOUISE M.
70. 77th St., Brooklyn, No'Y.

BEARCE, NANCY
421 Wapping Rd., Kingston, Mass.

DIEFENDORF,
CAROLYN
81 Essex Rd., Summit, N. J.

BECK, ANN E.
Branchville Rd., Ridgefield, Conn.

DOANE, SYLVIA L.
131 S. Franklin St., Wilkes.Barre,

BEEK, DOROTHY C.
1374 Goodrich Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

DOHRING,
NANCY
R.D. No.2, Jeannette,

1

BERNARD, DONA
5003 Fort Sumner Dr., N.W., Wa hingtrn,
BERNET, SUZANNE M.
19901 Van Aken Blvd., Shaker Hfights

H.

Pa.

A.
Pa.

DONALLY,
CYNTHIA
S.
Green Hill Rd., Madison, Conn.

D. C.

DORNAN, JANE S.
16 Fairview Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.

O.

BROWN, CATHERINE
1419 Lowell Ave., Springfield, III

DOWNES, NOREEN
11 West 51., New London, Conn.

BROWN,

5 Legion Rd., Weston, Mass.

DREIER,
MARY JANE
734 Belmont Rd., Ridgewood,

BROWN, SHIRLEY
13705 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland, O.

DREYFUS,
MARGOT
L.
938 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.

BRUNO, BARBARA M.
93 Fiske St., Waterbury, Conn.

ELDRIDGE,
194 Hillside

EDITH

N.

I

N. J.

MARION
R.
Ave., Nutley, N. J.

BUELL, ELIZABETH J.
970 Armour Circle, Lake Forest, Ill.

EVANS, ETHEL
L.
37 Vernon Dr., Mt. Lebanon, Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUTLER, ELIZABETH E.
204 N. Quaker Lane, West Hartford, Conn.

F ARMER,
49 Wilfred

BYERLY,

FERRELL,
NANCY L.
3329 E. Elm, Wichita, Kan.

ZENICIA

M.

S. Main St., East Hampton,

Conn.

MARGERY
A.
St., West Hartford,

Conn.

CAREY, MARY JEAN
Highland Park Drive, Joliet, Ill.

FLAHERTY,
JOAN C.
42 Williams 51., New London, Conn.

CARLINER, JUDITH I.
79 Ivy Lane, Baltimore, Md.

FOX, RUTH
655 Lawnside

CHAPIN, CAROLE L.
40 Riverview Terrace, Springfield, Mass.

FRANK, JOAN
1333 W. Rudisill

CHAPPELL, SHIRLEY
53 Spring St., Willimantic, Conn.

FRIIS,
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Canaan,

V.
PI., Westfield,

K.
Blvd., Fort Wayne, Ind.

BARBARA
Conn.

N. J.

M.

GANEM, JACQUELINE
L.
1-3 King's Beach Terrace, Swampscott,
GEISEL, GEORGIA
21 Lowell na., Port Washington,

LUPOFF,
98 Mill

JOAN
R. I.

DIAMOND

LYON, JANE LOUISE
427 Hadley Ave., Dayton, Ohio

N. Y.

LYON, KATHERINE
LOUISE
2393 Brice Rd., Akron, Ohio

GELB, SONDRA

Pa.

501 Monroe Ave., Scranton,

BARBARA

s., Newport,

Mass.

GIESE, RITA
700 W. Lee, Seattle, Wash.

MARROW, VALERIE
20 W. 86 St., New York, N. Y.

GOSS, CASANDRA
Midfield, Middlebury,

McCONNEL,
7

Conn.

GREGORY, BETSY B.
Middle River District, R. F. D. No.1, Danbury,

St.,

HARRIETTE

Patterson

BRUCE

Hts., Beaver Falls, Pa.

MOFFETTE,
POLLY CHEEVER
277 Unity Rd., Trumbull, Conn.

Conn.

GROPER, ZELDA D.
301 Waverly Ave., Newton, Mass.

MOLLOY, MARY JANE WALLACE
105 Marvel Rd., New Haven, Conn.

GROSFELD, JANE
881 Knota Rd., Woodmere,

MOORE, MARY LOUISE
14 Wellsville Ave., New Milford, Conn.

Long Island, N. Y.

MUNGER, BARBARA CASTLE
North St., Middlebury, Conn.

HEIDEL, GRETCHEN
160 Curtis St., Meriden, Conn.
HILTON, CAROL L.
7 Cornell Rd., West Hartford,
HINSCH, DOROTHY
69· 79th St., Brooklyn,

MURRAY,

MYERS, CATHERINE
ANN
917 Goodrich Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

M.
N. Y.

HUBBARD, NANCY G.
317 Argonne Dr., New Kensington,
HURXTHAL,
25 Somerset

MYERS, CYNTHIA ANN
540 Madera Ave., Youngstown, Ohio

Pa,

NUNEZ, CARMINA
20 Groton St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

GRETCHEN

na., West

Newton,

Mass.

PALMER, DOROTHY CLAIRE
433 Warick Rd., Wynnewood, Pa.

JACKSON, HENRIETTA
R.F.D. No.3, Stillwater, Minn.
KASSEL, ELIZABETH
A.
"Indigot'' R.D. 4, Middletown,
KEEN, LINDA

PARKER, RUTH WHITMORE
% Mrs. Hobert H. Grim, Little Compton,

N. Y.

PARSELLS, JOAN HELEN
38 Hardison Rd., Rochester, N. Y.

R.

9 La Rue Dr., Huntington,

CYNTHIA LEE
St., Hartford, Conn.

164 Burnham

Conn.

N. Y.

KINSLEY, CAROL W.
35 Bayview Ave., South Norwalk, Conn.

PENNYPACKER,
JUDITH STAUNTON
96 Monroe Rd., Quincy, Mass.

LAKE, JOAN A.
33 Ann St., New London, Conn.

PERDUN, JANET DOROTHY
Chestnut Hill, Wilton, Conn.
QUINLAN, GRACE HELEN
222 Church St., Guilford, Conn.

LANDAU, BARBARA GORDON
1000 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

RAM STEIN, CLAUDETTE
JUNE
Hartford Rd., Torrington, Conn .

. LEARNED, SUSAN BARRETT
Ciderbrook Rd., Avon, Conn.

REMMERS, CAROLYN ANN
3300 Oriole Dr., Louisville, Ky.

LENNON, JANE A.
305 N. Reed St., Joliet, Ill.

RINCICOTTI,
JESSIE ANN
9 Prospect St., Mystic, Conn.

LEVINE, CLAIRE BLANCHE
525 N. Rexford Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

RIPPEY, CYNTHIA REID
2525 E. Exposition Ave., Denver, Colo.

LIACHOWITZ, LOIS ANN
106 S. Main St., Mahanoy City, Pa.
LINDSETH, MARTA L.
21187 Sydenham Rd., Shaker Heights,

ROGERS, VIRGINIA
632 Shore Acres Dr., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Ohio

ROOT, FRANCES ELIZABETH
390 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LIVINGSTON, HEATHER
ANN
44 Prospect Park West, Brooklyn, N. Y.
LONGNECKER,
POLLY ELIZABETH
38 Canterbury o., Toledo, Ohio

RORABACK,
LUCIA PIERSON
331 Migeon Ave., Torr-ington, Conn.
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R. I.

WARNER, MARTHA DEARBORN

ROSEN, BARBARA
40 Stimson

55 Barlow Rd., Fairfield,

Rd., New Haven, Conn.

WATERMAN,

ROSENBERG, ELLEN N.
Conn.

WATROUS, CONSTANCE ADA

ROYER, MARTHA WHITFIELD

R.F.D. No. I, Mystic, Conn.

Ill.

WEINER,

RUGG, DOROTHY ANN
616 Bernardston Rd., Greenfield,

Mass.

WILLIAMS, ANNE LOUISE

Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.

WILLIAMSON,

The Aulderne

747 Montauk Ave., New London, Conn.
Ave., Wyoming! Ohio

I
Ave., West Hartford,

WOLPERT,

SCHATZ, NANCY JOAN

43.35

Conn.

Forest Farm, Walpole,

259 Vreeland

Pa.

SCHUTT, BARBARA
399 Belkna p Rd., Framingham, Mass.

SHAUGHNESSY, ANNE MARIE
Mass.

SIEGEL, PHYLLIS C.
496 Park St., Upper Montclair, N. J.

SILVERMAN, RUTH CONSTANCE
7!1Wahan Hill Rd., North, chesil nnt Hill, Mass.

SIMPSON, NANCY RUTH
15 Mill St., Westfield, Mass.

SMITH, SARA PENNOCK
P.O. Box 6!13, Liberty St., Madison, Conn.

SMITH, SHIRLEY
Copples Lane, Wallingford, Pa.

SMITH, SUZANNE
6 Arrowhead Rd., Marblehead, Mass.

STEANE, FRANCES WALKER
103 Steele Rd., West Hartford,

donn.

STEIN, JUDITH MARGERUM
23 Hillside Ave., Tenafly, N. J.
TASKO, BEVERLY JOAN
5!1Wright Rd., Wethersfield,

Conn.

TATE, SALLY ANN
425 - 45th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

VOSS, MARY POSEY
1827 S. W. Myrtle, Portland,

Oregon

WALSH, JOAN PATRICIA
15 Fern Ave., Brockton,

N. Y.

REED

Mass.

YOUNG, SALLY ANN

SCHNEIDER, JOANN HARRIET

!IS Gillette Ave., Springfield,

Conn.

MARY ANN

168th St., Flushing,

WORKMAN, CYNTHIA

SCHIVE, CONSTANCE CAMERON
30 Mountain na. Tenafly, N. J.
6913 Cherokee St., Philadelphia,

Ranch, Route 1, Sedalia, Colo.

WOLLMAR, ANITA G.
155 Scarborough St., Hartford,

RYBERG, HARRIET LOUISE

1550 Asylum

Me.

WILSON, MONA JOY

RYAN, MARY CARLIN

lQ3 Wentworth

MARTHA CAROLINE

47 Green St., Augusta,

J.

Ave., Nutley, N.

Conn.

22 Claremont Ave., Maplewood, N. J.

RYAN, GLADYS WINIFRED
20 Cathedral

SUSAN S.
St., New Haven,

656 Prospect

RUSSELL, CYNTHIA HASTINGS
26 Stratford

ALICE JUNE

408 S. Ronan St., New Haven, Conn.

237 Santa Fe Ave., Hamden,

66 Woodley Rd., Winnetka,

Conn.

Mass.
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Ave., Nntley,

N.

J.

Patrons of the Class of 1955
Mr. and Mrs. J. Alexander

Mr. Albert

Mrs. Charles C. Bnell

Mr. and Mrs. Murray Kassel

Mr. and Mrs. Harold

Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Robert

W. Brown

Mr. Harry W. Kinsley
Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Liachowitz
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Lyon

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Carliner
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron

The Mill End Shop

Cook

Mr. Panl N. Myers, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Crouch
Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Mr. Emilio

W. Daly

Nunez

Mr. Joseph B. Quinlan

Dr. and Mrs. Clyde L. Deming

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

Mr. Louis Diamond
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick

G. Rippey

Mr. George M. Root

Dieckmann

Mr. and Mrs. V. T. Ryan

Mrs. E. S. Dornan
Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Grosfeld

Mr. and Mrs. William V. Stein

K. Dreier

Dr. Robert W. Tate
Mr.. Sheldon Fox
Dr. Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Louis

Weiner

Ganem

judge and Mrs. Robert B. Wil1iamson
Mr. and Mrs. D. Eliot Gregory
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GENERAL MOTORS

leads the way
with the High Fashion Five
for Fifty-Five
GM Motorama of 1955: New York, Jan. 20·25; Miami,

Feb. 5-13; Los Angeles. Milt, 5-13; San Frenclece,
Mar. 26-Apr ..3j Boston. Apr. 23 to May 1

I
4

4

CADILLAC

--

WHEREVER YOU DRIVE ...

Mobilgas
SOCONYoVACUUM

Mobilgas S;oECIAL-Because high octane alone is not enough,
Mobilgas Special also contains Mobil Power Compound-the
most powerful combination of chemical additives ever put
into any gasoline. Get the gasoline powered two waysMobilgas Special!
Mobilail SPECIAL-Here's a motor oil that makes a difference
you can feel at the wheel. With Mobiloil Special you can
expect faster starts . . . more pep on acceleration . . . a
quieter, smoother running engine-even increased gas mileage!

~.
SOCONY-VACUUM OiL COMPANY, INC.

Mobilgos
IOCOllY·"r,(U'.

Heddy Ki/fJwtlft stlys:

UHey Girls! Make
the place bigger &
better. Mart's
kid sister is
•
•
coming
In

'59"

IN TOWN

ON CAMPUS

THE TASTE THAT TE LS

THE FLAVOR THAT

THE FI EST UNDER THE SUN

MALOOrS ICE CREAM
372

alII 555

BANK STREET
NEW LONDON
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co.

SELLS

IT'S ALWAYS GAY

with DANNY

SHEA

GOLDEN STREET

NEW LONDON
The
Captain's
Gallery
"One of the
most beauti
jul rooms in
the United
States"

ROBERT ROLLINS
Specializing in Blazers

Lighthouse Inn, a mansion showplace
overlooking Long Island Sound, has 52

Honored to Serve

flawless rooms

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
FOR WOMEN

long

guests.

Its

for

overnight

reputation

or seasonfor food

is

quite well deserved and its atmosphere
is one of its prize assets. The inn caters
to a public dining clientele and there is

832 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

dancing on Saturday nights. Literature
upon

request.

Overlooking the Sea at New London, ConDo

GRamercy 7-1802
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Compliments
of a
Father
. THE COLLEGE DINER
"where
particular

people
parta k e"

..

for Quality

up-to-the-minute

Merchandise
Fashions

from
to

latest in H ousewal'es and
Best Wishes. to the

Homefurnishings!

Class of 1955 from

THE
SHORE LINE
BUS CO.

GENUNG'S
Department Stores

Westchester and Connecticut
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the

Compliments

of

WRIGHT & DITSON
Division of

SPALDING SALES CORP.

Compliments

of

MICHAEL'S DAIRY
State Street

New London, Conn.

If your clothes

Best Wishes

are NOT becoming

to the

to YOU

Class of

They SHOOLD be

1955

corning to SHALETT'S

from the

The Shalett Cleaning
and Dyeing Co.

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT
405 WILLIAMS STREET

2·6 MONTAUK AVENuE

New London, Conn.

New London, Conn.
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

HOW

929 BANK STREET

RD JOHNSON'S

NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT
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"SAVE

IN A SAVINGS

BANK"

The Original Home for Savings
Member of
The Savings Banks Deposit Guaranty
Fund of Conn., Inc.

FERRO'S TWIN PALMS
Italian-American

Food . Pizza

THE SAVINGS BANK
OF NEW LONDON

710 BANK STREET

63 MAIN STREET
New London, Conn.

K1APLAN'S
TRAV'EL 'B1URIE;A\U
,
, .
50 State Street

New London, Conn.

1:213 State Street
Greeting Cards for Every Occasion

New London, Conn.
GI 3· 5313

Womratb

Lending

Library

Personalized Items

Compliments

CHAS. W. SCRANTON & CO.

of

Members New York Stock Exchange

J. SOLOMON,

Inc.

302 STATE STREET
New London, Conn.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

Telephone
30 MAIN STREET
New London, Conn.
Telephone:

2.4301

Investments Since 1891

GI 3·8461
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Compliments
Compliments

of

of

SINGER SEWING
MACHINE COMPANY

THE BOSTON
CANDY KITCtEN

25 MAIN STREET
190 STATE STRI ET

New London,

Conn.

I
• DRESSES
•

COATS

Each College Year Bringa U. to

• SUITS

BRATERS

• FORMALS

Where We Find

• RAIN WEAR

Cards For All Occasions
Art Snpplies-

BERNARD'S

Handbags.

Jewelry,

Luggage

253 STATE STREET

Since 1910

ABC FilM CIOMPANY

FISHER Florist Corp.

Everything Ph~togTPhiC
104 STATE STREET
New London, Conn.

74 BANK STRE1T
New London, Co n.

GI 2-9456 - 2-9457

t

Your Favorite Food Shop~ing Store
Fresh Fruits - Vegetables
Groceries
Dairies and: Snacks Cllare

BElT BROS. SUPER1ARKET

THE HOllY

Corner Main and Masonlf Streets
Also Store on Bank Street

NEW LONDON
GROTON

,rORWICH
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HOUSE

THE SPORT SHOP
MALLOY'E'S
Distinctive

Telephone:

JEWELERS

Apparel

RECORDS

GI 3·5951

74 STATE STREET

302 STATE STREET

Est.

Inc. 1901

1876

CENTER T.Y. and
APPLIANCES

THE DARROW &
COMSTOCK COMPANY
Distributors

Complete line of name brand
televisions, appliances, and gift8

Marine and Builders' Hardware
Mill Snpplies

81 MAIN STREET
94·96 BANK STREET

New London, Conn.

New London, Conn.
Phone: GI 2·5289

STARR BROS., Inc.
Your Rexall Drug Store

J. F. DENISON

""We can buy everything
Starr's

-

cigarettes,

we need at

cosmetics,

films,

anything!"

Wallpaper, Paint and Glass

Anyday, Anytime We'll cash your checks

7-9 HOWARD STREET

Two Free Deliveries to the Dorms Daily

New London, Conn.
llO STATE STREET

THE STYLE SHOP

"M ac Gregor "

128 STATE STREET
Complete Sportswear

GI 2-4461

(Authorized Distributor)

Department

THE G. M. WILLIAMS

CO.

Featuring
Jantzen _ White Stag - Garland
Knitwear

Corner of N. Bank and State Streets
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I

ROBERTS ELECTRIC SHOP

Compliments

Television.

of

Household
Records

Radios

Appliances

- Phonographs

WILFRED C. PALMER
GI3·3313
108.110 BANK STREET
New London, Conn.

,
GI 3·4341

~

MOHICAN

HO EL

Compliments

250 Rooms with B~ths

of

Luncheon and DinnJ. SerLed Daily
Restaurant

and Cotktail[LoUnge

LENNON

WALLPAPER

CO.

Parking Lot in Rear
We Cater to Reunions, Weddings, and
Conventions ~ Ample Facilities

Joliet, Ill.

Keep up with events in the world,

~

tAe nation and the community.

\:

SHU~
HlLE

()

pi

SHOES REPAIRED
YOU WAIT

READ

THE NEW LONDON

11 MAIN STREET

~

. t1

Delivered on campus

~

GORRA
Compliments

0/

BROS.

Wholesale
Fruits and Vegetables

YOUR A. & F.
MANAGERS AI"lD <tLERKS

365 BANK STREET

I

New London, Conn.
GI 3·4309
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DAY

e/f..<-'

TH~ UNION BANK
and TRUST COMPANY
Connecticut's

C.C£pefJ,iOS

.L.I~

~

J.IIC~ 1Pr

Oldest Bank

Incorporated

DEUSO

ALL THISI 'AMOUI
NAME BRANDS EXCLUSIVELY AT

1792

BERWALD Ille.
uo ITATI IT.

61 STATE STREET

SUITS
DRESSES
SPORTSWEAR
ACCESSORIES

NIW LONDON

JAMES DRUG
A pothecories

to

the medical

profession and to the home
Just Off Your Campus

THE HITCHING
622 WILLIAMS

since 1915

POST

BANK AT PEARL STREET

STREET

Five Deliveries Daily

GI 2-5875

Compliments
Compliments

from

RACHEL
JOAN

of

RICKY

THE YELLOW CAB CO.

1955 Advertising Staff
Marta Lindseth,
Suzanne Ber-net '55
Shirley Brown '55
Libby Crawford '56
Kate Crehan '57
Clara Leitzinger '57

Ma;w!{er

Margie Lewin '56
Gale Linck '58
Janet Perdun '55
Peggy Porter '58
Sue Schwartz '56

I5!

DEE DEE
MARTA
HAT
CINNIE
MIMI
CATHY
TABSY
HENNY
LINDA
MAIDA

"DISUNITY

IS OUR POLICY"

